



TAX RATES - PER $1,000 ASSESSMENT
ISm 1992 1993 mM l^i
TOWN 4.85 4.84 4.84 4.84 4.84
SCHOOL 11.84 13.86 13.83 15.15 15.99
COUNTY 1.88 2,00 2.10 2.05 2.12
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Michael E. Cass, 1st Assistant Chief
Philip Mathewson, 2nd Assistant Chief
OVERSEER OF HEALTH AND WELFARE
Wendy R. Brennan
Henry F. Query, Health Deputy
AUDITORS




Edward J. Coughlan Jr.
OFFICER











AGENT FOR TOWN CLOCK
Robert A. Fogg
CTVn. DEFENSE DIRECTOR/ADA COORDINATOR
John T. Goodhue







Howard M. Mitchell For the Selectmen
John Carlson, Alt. 1998
Carolyn Boland 1998





Ray E. Pierce For the Selectmen
Virginia Merrion, Alt. 1996
Maribeth Sullivan, Alt. 1998
Howard Weston, Alt. 1998





































William Eva Wayne Fisher Richard Bell Ray Pierce
Jim Reeves Vicky Reeves Henry Query, Road Agent
MEMORIAL DAY- 1996
Kenneth Davis, Co-Chair Edmund Lapine, Co-Chair
Francis Pond Dr. Robert Benoit Paul Daly Howard Weston Norman Phelps
OLD HOME DAY- 1995
Terry & Mark Hummel Lauren & David Carney
|
Elizabeth Pels, Road Race
APPOINTED BY RECREATION COMMITTEE
LIFEGUARDS
Nancy Gladding, Water Front Director





APPOINTED BY SELECTMEN ON RECOMMENDATION OF FIRE WARDEN
DEPUTY FIRE WARDENS
Edward J. Coughlan Jr. Linden Joseph











Charlotte Goodhue Conval School Board
Ray E. Pierce For the Selectmen










A. Patricia Briggs, Director
Shirley Kane, Librarian
Susan Roper, Librarian
Mary Ann Hitchcock, Children's Librarian
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HANCOCK OVER THE YEARS
Kxcgrpt 19"0 Town Report:
A year of belt tifhtening. reappraisal and continued groT»-th Jn spite of a
changed economic climate the To^*ti grows. It shows by official population figures
to be up 21.""o in a decade to S"9. It is part of a grov*Th panem in southern New
Hampshire.
^Speaking of the "good old days" we had a good old fashioned Christmas. Twentj-
four inches of snow on the ground, some think it was a record for the date.
Excerpt 1945 Tax Collector's Report
Name Description and Value Real and Personal Estate Taxes
Quinn. Joseph A. Duncan Farm 182a 5500
Growing wood and timber 300
4 horses 450
' cows 560
5 other neat stock 275
2 sheep 20
3 hogs 60
1 gasoline pump and tank 30
Total Valuation -195 S189.19
Fxcerpr 1920 Town Report
Superintendent's Report To the School Board ofHancock
„Jt is the poUcy of the State Board of Education that, in time, each school district in
the state shall possess school buildings of an adequate standard, so that every child
in the state may attend a school in a sanitars' building, suitably Ughted. properly
cared for. and adequately equipped with the requisite amount of school appliances
necessary to conduct successfulh the process of education. To this end certain
minimum standards were set forth to which all buildings must conform. ...It is quite
necessary, therefore, that in the appropriations this year some definite step along
this line may be taken.
Excerpts from 1895 Town Report
Report of Comminee On Common
the comminee were unanimous in opinion that rt was essential for the town to
have a permanent plan to work by from year to year. The various schemes
suggested with reference to the expenditure of the ^Tiitcomb legac\" were reported
to the committee as follows the acquiring of that portion of the shore of the lake
by the town woxild make it possible for the town to maintain a public boat landing
and bathing house in summer, and would render it possible to get ice without
trespassing on private property to do so.
—should be acquired if it is desired to produce satisfactory and harmonious results.
Library Report..3'umber of volumes in the Librar>. February 15. 1895 - 2^49
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THE STATi :? :3>,- i-^j-^h:
Hill;bcrc urh ir. saiz 5-5-5 —^alified ~,r. vc-e ir. Town Affairs:
You are r.erecy r-,-„f^5d --. -ee- a- -_'5 FISE STATIOH in said
1. To choose all necessar-/ _cw-r. Cfficers fcr ^'.5 year ensuing.
2. To see if the Tovn will vote to raise and appropriate the sun
of nine hundred fifty-fotir thousand, six hundred nine dollars
'%--.-..'.'.'-: vr.icr. rer resents the operatine budget, inclusive of
-:l-.e '.'.E^er lepar^-er.- ;pera~ions. Said stna exclusive of ail
theret-c
.
3. To see if the Ic-^-r. vill vc-e -c raise ar.d appropriate -he z-:^:.
of Fifty-one -hcuser.d dcllers Sri.::; for -he p-Jirpcse cf
($24,044) of the Lecerher ll. l^'?: fur.d h = l=r.'5 f:r ihis purprse.
This will be a ncr.-lapsir.r arrcur.- per ?-£.-. 31: 2. VI ar.d vill re-
lapse \intil the project is ccrr.ple-ed cr ir. "ihree years : cr -5.-: =
any other action relarincj thereto. Sele--rr.en re-crr-e.-.d -his
appropriation
.
4. To see if the Town will vote to raise ar.d arprcpria-e the stud
of Twenty-eight thousand five hundred d: liars 515. 5:: , to
constrj^rt a —-:lti-purprse ro'jrt: and au-ircrize -he -rar.sfer of
appropriation
5. To see if the 7:-~. --.'.'. -r-e -: raise ard arprzrria^e "he s-.r:.
of Twenty-nine thcusard d:liars il?.::: _: rave r::s.-^ s Pcr.d
Road. from Route 123 -; -
with Kinci's Kiahwav: ~r.t a
31. 199 5 f— d balance ir. -.
any other act.icn relarir.r
e^propriation
e exis-ir.c paverer.- a- xts j'or.c-irr.
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6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the svda
of Nine thousand dollars ($9,000) to enlarge the existing
swimming area at Norway Pond. This will be a non- lapsing account
per RSA 32: 3, VI and will not lapse until the project is completed
or in three years; or take any other action relating thereto.
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to
Two thousand four hundred dollars ($2,400) for the purpose of
repairs and replacement of police equipment and authorize the
withdrawal of this sum from the Hancock Police Equipment
Repair/Replacement Fund (Revenue Fund) established for this
purpose at the 1993 town meeting; or take any other action
relating thereto. {no budget impact} The Selectmen recommend
this appropriation.
8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to
Five thousand dollars ($5,000) for the purpose of purchasing
the necessary materials to do further work on the Hancock
genealogy, and authorize the withdrawal from the Hancock History
Fund (Revenue Fund) established for this purpose at the 1993 town
meeting; or take any other action relating thereto. The
Selectmen recommend this appropriation. {no budget impact}
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to
Eight thousand dollars ($8,000) for the purpose of upgrading the
Hancock Meetinghouse to meet the requirements of the Life Safety
Codes; and to authorize the withdrawal of those funds from the
Hancock Meetinghouse Fund; or take any other action relating
thereto. Selectmen recommend this appropriation. [no budget
impact
}
10. To see if the Town will vote to make the Selectmen the Agents
of the Meetinghouse Fund, in conjunction with the First
Congregational Church Council, for the purpose of expending any
funds required to maintain the Hancock Meetinghouse in safe
condition and in compliance with all life safety codes. This
authority to remain in effect indefinitely until rescinded; or
take any other action relating thereto.
11. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
accept " the reports of auditors and committees as printed in the
Town Report; or take any other action relating thereto.
12. To see if the Town will vote to urge our representatives to
the General Court of New Hampshire and the United States Congress
to pass laws reforming electoral campaign financing, thus
returning the political process to the will of the people and
encouraging the participation of candidates with great ability
and limited means. Measures to accomplish this may include, but
not be limited to, the following: 1. Sharp limitations on all
forms of contributions to candidates, including soft money
contributions (contributions to political parties); 2. Maximum
spending limits per election linked to geographic and demographic
make-up of each state and district, such as $1.00 per voter;
-10-
3. Sharp limitations on all forms of spending to influence
elections, including independent expenditures; 4. Sharp
limitations on contributions to and spending by political action
committees; and 5. Remedies, such a free broadcast time, postal
subsidies, and democratic (public) financing, to balance
inequities between credible candidates, incumbent and challenger,
rich and poor. BY PETITION
12. To transact any other business that may legally come before
said meeting.
Given under our Hands and Seal, this 13th day of February in
the year of Our Lord Nineteen Hundred and Ninety- six.








SUMMARY 1995 TOWN MEETING MINUTES
ARTICLE 1: Town officers elected by ballot March 14, 1995.
ARTICLE 2: Voted to adopt the provisions of RSfl 72:37 for
the property tax exemption for the blind.
Yes - 394 No - 151
ARTICLE 3: Voted to amend Article IV of the Zoning
Ordinance reqardinq earth excavations.
Yes - 415 No - 131
ARTICLE 4: Voted to amend Article XIII. D. of the Zoning
Ordinance reqardinq earth excavations.
Yes - 444 No - 96
ARTICLE 5: Voted to delete Article XI. Excavation
Regulations from the Zoning Ordinance. The
Planning Board adopted regulations for
excavation.
Yes - 411 No - 95
ARTICLE 6: Voted to raise and appropriate up to $150,000
for the purchase of a new pumper fire truck;
authorizing bonds or notes in accordance with
Municipal Finance Act.
Ballot Vote Yes - 145 No - 19
ARTICLE 7: Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of
$911,159 for the operating budget.
ARTICLE 8: Voted to raise and appropriate up to $89,000
for purchase of new highway tr'uck.
Ballot Vote Yes - 122 No - 23
ARTICLE 9: Voted to raise and appropriate up to $21,000 to
repair Link Road bridge. Non- lapsing account.
ARTICLE 10: Voted to raise and appropriate up to $19,000 to
purchase and outfit a new police cruiser.
ARTICLE 11: Voted to raise and appropriate up to $13,000 to
do maintenance to one mile of Kings Highway.
ARTICLE 12: Voted to raise and appropriate up to $3,855 to
repair tennis courts pax^ from fund.
ARTICLE 13: Voted to raise and appropriate up to $2,000 for
repair of stones in Pine Ridge Cemetery.
ARTICLE 14: Voted to raise and appropriate up to to $5,000
to purchase forestry truck from sale of
existing truck plus donations.
ARTICLE 15: Voted to raise and appropriate up to $2,226 for
repairs and replacement of police eguipmient
from fund
.
ARTICLE 16: Voted to raise and appropriate $3,000 for
Genealogy from fund
.
ARTICLE 17: Voted to raise and appropriate up to $3,800 for
repairs and replacement of beach and ball
equipment from fund.
ARTICLE 18: Voted to modify procedures of Town Advisory
Conmittee in accordance with RSA 32:5.
ARTICLE 19: Voted to establish a Municipal Forest under RSA
31:110 under jurisdiction of Conservation
Ccanmission Forest Management Committee
ARTICLE 20: Voted to raise FICA exclusion for election
workers from $100 to $1,000.
ARTICLE 21: Voted to establish Hancock Fire Dept. as
official municipal fire department and under
RSA 154:1 approve election of its chiefs and
all other officers deemed necessary by
m«nbership.
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ARTICLE 22: Voted to designate part of ftntrim Road a road
to summer cottages.
ARTICLE 23: Voted to authorize Selectmen to accept reports
as printed in Tovm Report.
ARTICLE 24: Reported that Conval High School looking for
housing for Allstate Band Concert.
13-
















4130 Executive 75,345 76,372 82,373
4140 Election, Reqistration, & Vital Statistics 11.828 11.906 13,006
4150 Financial Administration 10.521 10,519 10,765
4152 Revaluation of Property - -
4153 Leqal Expense 4.000 6,403 4,000
4155 Personnel Administration 97.512 93.511 98,323
4191 Planning and Zoning 1.350 2.057 1,075
4194 General Government Building 21,031 14.776 19,739
4195 Cemeteries 5,082 7.449 10.483
4196 Insurance 28,875 25.472 28.875
4197 Advertising and Reqional Associations
4199 other General Government
PUBUC SAFETY
4210 Police 96.097 93,936 105,398
4215 Ambulance 11.934 11.916 16,376
4220 Fire 40,942 38,442 50,322
4240 BIdg. Inspection 4.200 1.665 1,700
4290 Emergency Mqt. 600 600
4299 Other Public Safety (including Communications)
HIGHWAYS AND STREET?
4312 Highways and Streets 256,748 247,051 287, 96&
4313 Bridges 3,700 2.975 500
4316 Street Lighting 2,580 2,510 2.650
SANITATION
4323 Solid Waste Collection
4324 Solid Waste Disposal 46.114, 47.005 47.664
4326 Sewage Collection and Disposal
'
WATER DISTRIBUTION AND TREATMENT




4415 Health Agencies and Hospitals S.fiOl 4,833 6,625
WEUFARE
4442 Direct Assistance 20,700 3,044 llfl.HJ
4444 Intergovernmental Welfare Payments
4445 Vendor Payments

















Sub-Totals (from page 2) 791,277 745,186 S32,6di
CULTURE AND RECREATION '
"
4520 Parks and Recreation 17,911 12,067 21,720
4550 Library 21.660 21,660 24,396
4583 Patriotic Purposes 7,045 5,280 7,055
4589 Other Culture and Recreation
CONSERVATION
4612 Purchase of Natural Resources





4711 Princ.-Lonq Term Bonds & Notes 58,337 42.550 38.788
4721 Interest-Long Term Bonds & Notes 9,129 7.314 16.404
4723 Interest on TAN 1 ,snn 901 1.500
CAPITAL OUTLAY
4901 Land and Improvements
4902 Mach., Veh,. & Equip.
4903 Buildlnqs
4909 Improvements Other Than Buildings
OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT
4912 To Special Revenue Fund
4913 To Capital Projects Fund





4915 To Capital Reserve Fund
4916 To Trust and Agency Funds 3,775 4,1/5 1,300
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS 911,159 839,468 954,609
HELP! We ask your a
appropriation






in the following: If you have a line item o






triation which is made up of
e below to identify the make-
Amt
' • Amounts Not Recommended by Selectmen ' *
These amounts are not included in the recommended column.


















3120 Land Use Chanqa Taxes 3,000 6,436 6,000
3180 Resident Taxes -
3185 Yield Taxes 1,200 15.125 12,000
3186 Payment in Lieu of Taxes 29.671 29,672 30,897
3189 Other Taxes -0- -0-
3190 Interest & Penalties on Delinquent Taxes 25.800 34,867 23,800
Inventory Penalties
UCENSES, PERMITS AND FEES
3210 Business Licenses and Permits 1 ,000 419 850
3220 Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 140,000 158.266 150,000
3230 Building Permits 4,200 2.300 2.700




3351 Shared Revenue 26.573 26,573 27.812
3353 Highway Block Grant 60,225 60,225 59.403
3354 Water Pollution Grants -0- -0- -0-
3355 Housing and Community Development -0- -0- -0-
3356 State & Federal Forest Land Reimbursement -0- -0- -0-
3357 Flood Control Reimbursement 5.058 5.058 5.058
3359 Other (Including Railroad Tax) 35 -0- -0-
FROM OTHER QOVERNMENT
3379 Intergovernmental Revenues -0- -0- -0-
CHARGES FOR SERVICES
3401 Income from Departments ft.qso 7,136 5,500
3409 Other Charges +'S4nA 1 ,275 S,RRO 4,200
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
3501 Sale of Municipal Property 100 8,209 1,100
3502 Interest on Investments 8,000 13.989 15,360
3509 Other +ism +TSnh 47.526 57.756 48.668
INTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS IN
3912 Special Revenue Fund +'?qil 3.775 1.300
3913 Capital Projects Fund
3914 Entarpnse Fund
Sewer -
Water - 46,517 58.875 43.598
Electric -
3915 Capital Reserve Fund
3916 Trust and Agency Funds 7,075 7,914 9.758
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES





$ XXX XXX XXX
Fund Balance Voted From Surplus <$ >
Fund Balance to be Retained < $ > XXX XXX XXX
Fund Balance Remaining to Reduce Taxes $
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS 1 661,860 507,141 453,204
•emer in ihis column iha numbers which were revised and approved by D
Total Appropriations
Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues. Exclusive of Propen
Amount of Taxes to be Raised (Exclusive of School and Cc
BUDGET OF THE TOWN




F HANCOC)C , N.H.
Plodzik & Sanderson Professional Association
193 North Main Street Concord. N.H. 03301 (6031 225-6996
INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT ON FINANCIAL PRESENTATION




We have audited the accompanying general-purpose financial statements of the Town of Hancock as
of and for the year ended December 31, 1995. These general-purpose financial statements are the
responsibility of the Town's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these
general-purpose financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Those standards
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the general-
purpose financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test
basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the general-purpose financial statements.
An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall general-purpose financial statement presentation. We
believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
The general-purpose financial statements referred to above do not include the general fixed assets
account group which should be included in order to conform with generally accepted accounting
principles. As is the case with most municipal entities in the State of New Hampshire, the Town of
Hancock has not maintained historical cost records of its fixed assets. The amount that should be
recorded in the general fixed assets account group is not known.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the financial statements of the omission described in the
preceding paragraph, the general-purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all
material respects, the financial position of the Town of Hancock, as of December 31, 1995, and the
results of its operations and the cash flows of its nonexpendable trust funds for the year then ended
in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general-purpose financial statements
taken as a whole. The combining and individual fund financial statements listed in the table of
contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of the general-
purpose financial statements of the Town of Hancock. Such information has been subjected to the
auditing procedures applied in the audit of the general-purpose financial statements and, in our
opinion, is fairly presented in all material respects in relation to the general-purpose financial
statements taken as a whole.
The entire report is available for inspection «^ -





TOWN OF HANCOCK, NEWHAMPSHIRE










ASSETS AND OTHER DEBITS General Revenue Agency Debt Onlv)
Assets
Cash and Equivalents $ 181,100 $ 15,588 $ $ $ 196,688




Accounts 1,857 94 1,951
Interfund Receivable 15,114 20,278 35,392
Other Debits
Amount to be Provided for
Retirement of General Long-Term Debt 546.788 546.788
TOTAL ASSETS AND
OTHER DEBITS $1,105,530 $ 109.340 $ 671,347 $ 546.788 $ 2.433.005
LIABILITIES AND EQUITY
Liabilities
Accrued Payroll and Benefits $ 62 $ $ $ $ 62
Intergovernmental Payable 707,728 707,728
Interfund Payable 20,278 11,500 3,614 35,392
Agencies 18,468 18,468
General Obligation Debt Payable - Currenit 17,131 17,131
General Obligation Debt Payable 438,788 438,788
Landfill Postclosure Monitoring Costs 108.000 108.000
Total Liabilities 763.667 11.500 3.614 546.788 1.325,569
Eqyity
Fund Balances
Reserved For Endowments 453,258 453,258
Reserved For Encumbrances 167,725 167,725
Reserved For Special Purposes 214,475 214,475
Unreserved
Designated For Special Purposes 97,840 97,840
Undesignated 174.138 174.138
Total Equity 341.863 97.840 667.733 1.107.436
TOTAL LIABILITIES
AND EQUITY $ 1.105.530 $ 109.340 $ 671.347 $546,788 $ 2.433.005
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MONEY MARKET INVESTMENT ACCOUNT
December 31, 1995
Balance January 1, 1995 $ 7,266.50
Interest Income $ 179.23
General Fund due
to Conservation 2,59 4.30 2,773.53
$ 10,040.03
Withdrawal - Close out
of Water Account 162.17 162.17
Balance December 31, 1995 $ 9.877.86
NEW HAMPSHIRE PUBLIC DEPOSIT INVESTMENT POOL
December 31, 1995
General Fund





Balance December 31, 1995 $ 676,037.42
Water Fund
Balance January 1, 1995 $ 33,824.86
Interest Income 1,913.66 1,913.66






1995 Property Tax 2,,410 ,758
1994 Property Tax 164 ,939
1995 Liens 38 ,119
1994 Liens 31 ,056
1993 Liens 33 ,049
Property Tax Interest 10 ,375
Lien Redemption Costs 22 ,391
Land Use Change Tax 8 ,514
Land Use Change Interest 164
Yield Tax 17:,281
Yield Tax Interest 343




Motor Vehicle Permits 158,,265
Decals 6,,621
Dog Licenses 726



















Old Home Day 709
Computer Lists 120
Xerox Copies 556
Cable Franchise; Fees 1 ,103
Recycled Tires 432
Recycled Metal 178
Recycled Other 5 ,270
Miscellaneous Revenues
Sale of Town Property





Interest Cert, of Deposit
Sale of Cemetery Lots






Payment in Lieu of Taxes
Misc. Contributions
Trans, from Cemetery Trsts.




































WATER RENT COLLECTOR'S REPORT



























Hancock, New Hampshire 03449
REPORT OF THE TOWN CLERK
December 31, 1995


































































Land Use Change $6,435.79
Yield Taxes $15,236.99




Land Use Change $4.47
Excess Credit $81 .00





























SUMMARY OF TAX LIEN ACCOUNTS
Levies of
Balance Unredeemed 12-31-95










































Elaine Paquette, Tax Collector
UNCOLLECTED PROPERTY TAX
AS OF January 23, 1996
Bainton, William S. & Bernadine
Beers, Daniel C. & Susan J.
Benoit, Charles & Marybeth
Billings, Jane
Bristol-Jr., James E.
Brown, David & Amy McClintic
Brown, Kenneth & Julie
Chapman, Timothy P. & Pamela
^Cloutier, Robert H. & Patricia
Cutter, Jodie




Dubeck, William H. & Gail
Fairfield, C. Estate & Ruth
tX Felsman, J. Kirk & Irene C.
Fields, Bruce & Leslie; M.
Flagg, Michael J. & Mauricia




Hird, Daniel & Stephanie
Hunter , Laura L
.
7C Huntley , Gail E.
•^r Huntley, Robert S.
•7«r Huntley, Robert S. & Gail
Johnson, Loren S. & Dianne
Kelleher, Charles R. & Mary
Kelleher, Charles R. & Regina







Parsons, Jeffrey C. & Judith
jK- Payne , Douglas G. & Patricia
Rank, Travers L. & Dolores
Reever, Alan S. & Margaret
Scarano, Gerard
-^Shipman, Allan C. & Deborah
Somes-Et Al , Richard D.
Stahl, Glenn & Sandra
Starkweather-Et Al , Walter
Stretton, Lynda M.
Sullivan-Trustee, Ronald F.
A08.41 Sysyij, Nora C.
29 .77 Tarr , Susan A.
2330.96^Taylor , Sandra J.




































































*Paid after January 23, 1996
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SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
December 31, 1995
Town hall, office lands and buildings 6^6,67^
U-^-18, 19; U-9-11
Furniture and equipment 22,200
Library, lands and buildings 356,800
U-4-6,8,8A
Contents ^00,000
Highway Department, lands and buildings 18^,800
U-6-10
Equipment ^21,^25
Supplies and materials 30,000
Fire Department, lands and buildings 372,200
U-^-73; U-5-2
Equipment 210,000
Recyc 1 ing /Transfer , land and bui Idings, equipment 97,800
Uater Supply facilities 262,600
R-3-19, 20, 21
Land around school 59,600
Camp Guild 59,800
Parks and commons 8^2,600
R-1-8,12A,17,39A; R-4-9A; R-8-10,19; R-9-^, 12, 13, 16, 17,28




SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
This is to certify that the information contained in this
report was taken from official records and is correct to
the best of our knowledge and belief. RSA 21-J:3^. Dated





Value of land under CURRENT USE 1^,107.51 980, ^IS
Value of residential land 3,181.95 E8, 895, 275
Value of commercial land 3^.88 375,100
Total of taxable land 30,250,787
Tax exempt and non-taxable Ct^ , 193,032
)
Value of residential buildings 75,768,900
Value of commercial buildings 3,871,258
Total of taxable buildings 80,640,158
Total tax exempt and non-taxable bui Idings (*4 ,750,300 )
Public Utilities - Electric 766,900
TOTAL VALUATION BEFORE EXEMPTIONS 111,657,845
NET VALUATION ON WHICH THE TAX RATE IS COMPUTED 111,212,845
Number of Elderly Exemptions granted for 1995















Total acreage exempted under Current Use 14,107.51
REPORT OF THE BUILDING INSPECTOR




















Bu i 1 d igq Inspector
SELECTMEN'S REPORT
This has been another good year for Hancock, in spite of a couple of minor
setbacks. Thanks to your support, we now have all new heavy trucks in the
Highway Department and will have a new fire truck in January to replace a 30 year
old one that was becoming unreliable. A special vote of appreciation goes to Ed
Eldred, who spent hours this summer supervising others and doing manual work
himself in our cemeteries. In addition, we completed the project started four years
ago to repair and reset all the "ailing" gravestones in the Pine Ridge Cemetery,
thereby preserving that vital part of our heritage.
As to setbacks. Hank Query was incapacitated for much of the year, but now has a
new knee and will soon be dancing the hornpipe. We are also the victims of severe
weather. Several dirt roads washed out in the November deluge. Kudos go to the
Highway Department for its rapid response in repairing these roads. In spite of the
severe weather, the Highway Department has maintained their usual high level
efficiency and outstanding services. We all owe them a real debt of gratitude for
their dedicated efforts to keep our roads open even in the worst of weather.
Turning to our financial situation, we had another good year in that we came out
with a surplus of revenue over expenditures. In spite of some major warrant
articles, this surplus has permitted us to present to you a spending plan that will
hold the Town portion of our tax rate with no increase for the sixth year.
You will note in the operating budget and warrant articles a significant increase in
funds for recreational purposes. This is in recognition that we have not given our
young people sufficient priority in past years. If we are going to tell them what they
can't do, we should also support them with facilities that permit their normal
activities.
Six years ago we embarked on a program that would reduce our significant debt,
while still accomplishing necessary warrant items, such as major highway repair
and replacing worn out equipment. The third element of our ongoing plan was to
do the foregoing without raising taxes. To date we have met these objectives.
Looking ahead to the year 2001, we plan, with the support of you the voters, to
continue our plan with these specific objectives:
1. Maintain the present tax rate if at all possible.
2. Reduce debt to zero.
3. Continue upgrading our roads that are in unacceptable condition.
4. Replace obsolete and unreliable fire equipment.
5. Provide adequate recreational facilities for young and old.
No report to you would be complete without recognizing the work of our many
volunteers. Our Fire Department provided its standard outstanding service in
responding to fires, accidents and medical emergencies. They have recruited 4 new
members so that their numbers are at a better level. However, we join them in
soliciting more new members.




HANCOCK LIBRARY TRUSTEES REPORT
These may be the last simple times for the Hancock Town Library. In a few years,
the librarians and trustees may look back nostalgically at a time when a library could be
just books and magazines, with a few tapes thrown in.
We have debated the current and coming revolutions in digital information. The
essential question for a very small library is how to jump on the train without being taken
for an expensive ride.
Before the library commits to any of these much-hyped wonders, the trustees, and
all thinking citizens need to conjfront the difference between information and knowledge,
between a digitized flow of facts and wisdom. American life, more than one observer has
said, is about flow: How many, how much, how soon. (More goods, more territory, more
information.)
For now, we are a library in the oldest sense; books for readers. As far back as
there have been libraries ~ at Alexandria, in the Middle Ages ~ this is how it has been,
but with one important difference. Many libraries of the past were chain libraries ~ the
books were chained together.
Our books are free to go ~ each a portable, user-friendly source, much as is said
of the wonders to come. Weekly we hear about the 500-TV channel fiiture advancing
toward us. The smallest library has more than 500 charmels now. These may be the last
moments before we are uplinked, cabled, modemed, faxed, e-mailed, paged, and cell-
phoned beyond any chance of recovering some time for solitary reflection, deliberation,
judgment, reading. (We have one report of a man in a canoe on one of our beautiful
ponds, talking on a cell phone. Say it isn't so.)
Soon the technologists and flow-masters will have their way with all of us. There
will be benefits, but, as always in the 20th century, the price of the ticket is high. It's the
unseen, unreckoned cost that we will pay for generations.
As the information age slouches toward Hancock, we offer our prayers for the
common reader, up late alone with a good book, one reader, one author, on-line with the
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HMiOOCK TOWN KCBRARY - 1995
In 1995, 26,951 books, video tapes, audio tapes, magazines and
cameras were checked out of the Hancock Town Library. This represents
an increase of 6.5 percent over 1994 and is indicative of the increased
activity in the library.
Donations of materials and services are a vital source of assistance
to the trustees and staff in dealing with the increased use of the
library. Generous Hancock residents donated over 200 books, video
and audio tapes \^u.ch were added to the collection and many more
were given for the "Sale Table". Services vdiich were contributed
include the mowing and plowing of the steiff parking area, shoveling
the walks, leadership of discussion groi:^}s and the presentation
of wonderful programs. Checks were also given for mexoorial gifts
and to add to the trust f\inds.
It would be inpossible to keep i:^ with the growing demands on
the time of the staff if we did not have the dedicated team of 17
volunteers \dio donated over 1400 hours in 1995.
Through these diverse methods of contributing to the Library,
the people of Hancock are making it kncwn that they value the services
provided by the Hancock Town Library.
1995 STATISTICS
ADOUTS JUVENILE TOTAL
Total books cirxailated 10,049 13,397 23,446
Total video tapes circulated 662 1,782 2,444
Total cameras circulated 4 4
Total periodicals circulated 596 596
Total audio tapes circulated 461 461
TOriM. MATERIAIS CIROJIATED 11,772 15,179 26,951
Books borrowed throu^ ILL
Books loaned throuc^ ILL






A. Patricia Briggs, Director
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Assistance to Hancock Fire Department 53
Assistance to motorist 301
Attempted suicide 1
Auto theft cleared by arrest 2
Bad checks 6
Boat complaints 2
Burglary cleared by arrest ^
Calls to aid other departments 199
Call back and messages 380
Child abuse 1
Citizen assist 211
Civil and domestic 91
Complaints about hunters 6
Crank and obscene phone calls 42
Criminal mischief 3
Criminal threatening 2
Dog complaints lost or found 200
Disabled motor vehicles 102
False burglary alarms responded, to and investigated 99





Lost or stolen registration plates 25
Mail fraud 1
Medical assistance calls 4
Missing person 1
Motorcycle complaints 6
Motor vehicle accidents 23
Motor vehicle complaints 102
Motor vehicle fire 1
Motor vehicle lockouts 52





Properties reported vacant and checked 212
Recovered stolen vehicles 2
Road hazards 230
Run aways 4
Suspicious house fire 1
Suspicious persons 31
Suspicious vehicles 36
















Disobeying police officer 1
Operation after suspension 3
Operation after revocation I
Open container / alcohol 6
Phone harassment 1
Possession of alcohol 6
Possession of marijuana 3




Theft by unauthorized taking 1






Operation without license 2
Yellow line 5
Non-inspection 7
Change of address 1
Littering 1




Defective Equipment Tags 181
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REPORT OF THE HANCOCK TOWN DUMP COMMITTEE
The continued success of the Hancock Recycling Center is a result of the
community spirit of all the people in Hancock, those who take the time and make
the effort to separate their trash for recycling and those dedicated people who are
associated with the operation of the facility.
Almost everyone in town eventually goes to the "Dump" as it is affectionately
called, and it is much more than a place to leave one's trash. It is also a place to
meet friends and others, campaign for office, exchange political views and gossip,
complain about the weather, exchange belongings, and, for some, vent their
frustrations. There are more than eight hundred vehicles in town with valid dump
stickers.
The removal and recycling of plastics, scrap metal, glass, paper products, cans,
tires, oil, and reusable items from our waste stream benefits us all in several ways:
the materials are sold and the proceeds are used to offset operating costs; hauling
and disposal costs for the remaining waste materials are reduced; and the
environmental impact is lessened by saving space in a landfill. This year we began
recycling the category of mixed paper, and when new markets are found, additional
categories will be added. Recycled oil is being used to fire the waste oil furnace at
the town barn.
Recycling is a requirement for use of the dump and everyone is urged to do their
best so that we can keep the budget for the facility as low as possible, thereby saving
on taxes. A copy of the dump regulations and a list of those items that are
recyclable are available at the town office. The staff can also help to answer
questions. Periodically the staff will be asked by the Dump Committee to examine
trash bags to ensure compliance.

















Water sampling in the old landfill is done at regular intervals and will continue for
the next thirty years to insure that ground water is not being adversely impacted.
So far, the samples have been acceptable to the state agency that monitors that
activity.
Many thanks to Barbara Caverly and Wendy Brennan for all of the details they
handle for the dump and to the Highway Department for all the things they do to
keep the operation running.
Special thanks go to Ken Blood, Bill McCormick, Bud Wilder, and Hank Query
who work hard each week to make the dump a friendly and smoothly operating
facility.
This year we were ail saddened by the passing of Lenny Eagleson. Lenny was a












During the year 1995, $2,696.69 was spent of Town moneys for direct aid to
8 applicants who qualified under the Welfare Guidelines of the Town of Hancock.
The decrease in the number of applicants and aid given was due to re-employment,
receipt of state aid, or relocation. Beyond the Town expenditures, $10,535.61 was
spent from the Hancock Helping Hands Fund. Many thanks to all who generously
donated throughout the year and during the holiday season. This year 15 children




The Hancock Cemetery Trustees worked in 1995 to continue improving the
appearance of the cemeteries. Headstones have been straightened and repaired,
trees trimmed, brush removed, and in the Pine Ridge Cemetery we continued the
process of leveling the ground.
Next year at the Hillside Cemetery, we plan to begin landscaping by planting
shrubs at the gate. This will be the first step in our plan to address the stark
conditions of this cemetery and to respond to the numerous requests for
improvement.
Years of difficulties in keeping reliable personnel, paid on an hourly basis,
constantly monitored by the trustees have left the cemeteries maintained, but not as
well cared for as they deserve.
We are reviewing bids for the mowing and maintenance of the three
cemeteries. Privatization of this task is how many towns address this problem, with
excellent results. We will receive firm contracts from companies with trained
personnel, and their own insurance and equipment.
Though the initial cost for this professional care will be higher than years
past, we hope the townspeople will see the long-term benefits. Not only in the
appearance, but also savings in not purchasing more equipment, and reductions in
liability insurance.
The Town currently pays a percentage of the cemetery budget, the
remainder is paid by cemetery trust funds. We are asking the Town of Hancock to
please increase its involvement in the support of our history. Help us bring our




Edwin Eldred Wayne Fisher, Sexton
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HANCOCK FIRE DEPARTMENT
1995 was a year of both change and growth for Hancock's Fire Department.
In January, Robert Kierstead stepped down as Fire Chief after over 20 years of
dedicated service to the town. We feel fortunate that Bob stayed on the Department
as an active member; his experience as a firefighter is a valuable asset.
Captain Douglas Bowen and Firefighters Robert Mesrobian and David Small
all retired from active duty this past year. Doug leaves us after 20 years, Bob with
15 years and Dave with 8 years. We thank them for their years of service. We also
took on five members: Joan Carley, Bret Sullivan, Eric Scott, Bill Moreen and
Glenn Cuddy. And after a short hiatus, John Jordan returned to the Department.
Two house fires within a 24 hour period in February tested our organization.
In spite of sub-zero temperatures, pre-dawn darkness and frozen water sources, we
were able to put down both blazes. In all, Hancock responded to 133 calls which
included rescuing an injured logger from Bald Mountain, handling three lightening
strikes that occurred within minutes of each other and assisting a neighboring town
with a potentially dangerous hazardous material incident. All totaled, over 1700
hours of call time was logged, making 1995 the busiest year in our Department
history. Despite the historic call volume, our members managed to dedicate over
1000 hours to training, certification requirements and maintaining equipment.
With funds raised from donations, our annual raffle and the Old Home Day
Chicken Barbecue, we purchased supplies and equipment for our station and
apparatus. Our most important acquisition was the Cardiac Monitor/Defibrillator
which has already been put to use on several calls.
In March, the town voted to replace the 1965 International Pumper with a
state of the art Freightliner Fire Truck manufactured by the KME Corp. in
Nesquehoning, Pennsylvania. Several members worked with KME to design a truck
that would suit Hancock's needs for years to come.
In closing, we would like to thank the Ladies Auxiliary for the support they
give us. They are always willing to help, whether it be at a fire scene, during
training sessions, or fund raising. Thanks also to the Fire Department Study
Committee, Police Department, Highway Department, Barbara and Wendy at the
Town Office and the Board of Selectmen for the cooperation and assistance that
they have given us.
We especially owe a great big THANK YOU to the families of our members,
for if it weren't for their support we would not have a department at all..
Most of all, we would like to thank everyone in town for all of your support.
Respectfully submitted,
Linden Joseph, Chief
Michael Cass, 1st Asst. Chief
Philip Mathewson, 2nd Asst. Chief
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FIRE DEPARTMENT STUDY COMMITTEE
FINAL REPORT
NOVEMBER 1995
TO THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN:
Our charge from you in December 1993 was to study and make
recommendations on the department's Equipment Needs and Staffing in order to
maintain the quality of the Fire/Rescue functions in an effective, affordable manner.
We were also to solicit input on the level of services that citizens want, expect and
are willing to pay for.
We wish there was a publicized ongoing planning process for all town
departments which would project capital expenditures for the next five years,
updated annually. You may have your internal projections, but as far as we know,
the last public disclosure of projected expenses was in a Planning Board report in
1991. Only the present debt schedule goes in the Town Report. Department
projections can be viewed as wish lists, but if evaluated annually by department,
and overall, the chances of an orderly process would be strengthened.
FOR THE FIRE DEPARTMENT:
We start with the decision that the present truck mix of 2 pumpers - 2
tankers - 1 rescue truck - 1 forestry/equipment truck is appropriate for at least the
next 5-10 years. We support an approximate 20-year life span based upon the
availability of spare parts and use. It is our understanding that debt to be incurred
for the new pumper will impact the tax rate in 1997 when other debt is paid off. We
project the need to replace a tanker in 2000, when it will be 27 years old, and the
second pumper in 2005. The rescue truck, purchased in 1988 from donations,
should be replaced in the same time frame.
In addition to trucks, we support the following improvements at the Fire
House:
-An exhaust system so trucks can be started inside in cold weather without exposing
the men to toxic fumes.
-A 30 X 40 addition to the building to accommodate storage of the equipment now in
the old fire house so we can vacate that building.
-Showers and a washer/dryer for fire clothes so toxins don't go home.
-A new septic system will be required.
-A larger generator and a bunk room on the second floor of the addition so
Emergency Management could be centralized at the fire house.
The department self flnances a significant portion of the cost of equipment
from public support of the annual raffle and at the Old Home Day barbecue. A
substantial amount of the maintenance of equipment is done by the members on
their own time, but we anticipate incremental increases in the operating budget for
training new people, recertification of specialists, maintenance of special equipment,
and replacement of worn out gear.
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FUTURE MANNING of the department had been our greatest concern
because the recruitment of new volunteers does not match expected retirements.
Training pay and management changes have increased the participation of the
present staff, but we are relying on a handful of self employed people for day time
coverage - both Fire and Rescue. Put simply, the only way Hancock can provide a
larger pool of potential volunteers is to rethink its business posture so more people
are employed in town during the day. The limits on business set forth in our land
use regulations reflected the wishes of the town 10 years ago. At some point, the
town must choose whether to try to attract business or pay salaries and benefits to
full time employees.
On the way to this conclusion, we have explored incentives such as entry into
the town's medical insurance plan which would require 75% participation, a
retirement plan for which state authorization is somewhere in the legislature, and
the increases in training pay which have been implemented. We have not found
anything significant that would offset the time demands of job and family beyond
the pride and satisfaction that drives the present membership. All of the above
would aid retention, but not recruitment. We believe that there is an opportunity to
ease the time burden and keep older men involved by having non response
personnel do cleaning, maintenance work and participate in events such as the
barbecue. Potential recruits could join this group to get some exposure before
undertaking a full commitment and training. This has been held up because we
have not found a way to provide accident insurance.
We believe that the citizens want and expect the level of Fire and Rescue
service that we have now. Their actions in approving the new pumper and an
increase in the operating budget to pay members attending one of two regular
monthly training sessions, paid physicals, and additional funds for special Are
courses and medical training supports our belief. We are not sure that despite the
publicity that the town is fully aware of an ongoing manner. The town must
respond or down the line we may be faced with employment of outside paid
professional to fill the gaps.
Our Open House/Hearing in October had too much competition and did not
provide any guidance for the future. Town Meeting would be a better forum and
we hope that as much of the report as possible can be included in the next Town
Report in order to inform as many people as possible.
Respectfully,
John Goodhue, Chairman
Linden Joseph, fire Chief





This year we are fortunate to have Bob Kierstead accept the position as Assistant
Emergency Management Director. Bob's long experience and service to the town
will be a valuable asset to us all.
The Emergency Management team and your Local Emergency Planning
Committee have been active and our rosters of volunteer and support activities are
up to date and functioning.
On 27 Sept. 1995, a test of our Basic Emergency Plan was undertaken. It was
presumed that a tornado swept through the center of town doing extensive damage
to Main Street. The First Assistant Fire Chief was killed as was the Police Chief.
The Fire Chief was not in town. Several weaknesses in our Plan were detected and
steps have been taken to correct these.
There is continued concern that all town residents may not be in compliance with
the Emergency Planning and Community Right to Know Act of 1986. If anyone is
storing hazardous or other dangerous materials and had not reported them in
accordance with the Act, severe penalties apply.
AMERICANS WITH DISABILITY ACT
The Town has met the basic requirements of the ADA Act and continues to
learn special needs requirements of it's citizens. The ADA Coordinator welcomes




Maintenance costs were slightly below normal for the year, primarily due to the mild
winter. We experienced no water main breaks or frozen service lines.
The second of three required tests for the presence of copper and lead was performed
with good results. All ten samples were well below acceptable limits for both metals.
The treating system continues to function well, meeting all test requirements. The
problem with disruptions of electronic equipment from summer thunder storms remains
troublesome, however we believe the permanent solution is now in place.
Our application for state grant aid was approved and the first payment of $10,465 was
received in December, amounting to 20% of construction and bonding costs through June
1995. Subsequent payments are expected each year imtil the bond is retired. With this
financial aid we expect to be able to manage the operation, maintenance, and debt service
from the current level ofwater rent revenues.
[Congratulations to Dick Quiim and the Water Commission for being the first to submit
their anuual report!]
HANCOCK CONSERVATION REPORT OF EVENTS
On April 16, town residents and children participated in the annual town clean-up of
Birch, North, Vatcher, Lee Farm and Brimstone Comer roads, plus Windy Row.
The Forestry Management Committee focused timber stand improvement activities on
the Juggemaut Pond tracts eastern section. Selective timber marketing took place on the
tract's northwestern and southern sections. By thinning out poor-quality trees and
selectively cutting mat\are trees outside the watershed, we are systematically upgrading
the tract's timber quality while maintaining the town's recreational and wildlife resources.
The committee also supported education for conservation with donations to NH
Envirothon, and Great Brook School wetland studies.
Coimnittee members also participated with the Norway Pond committee in water testing
and looking for ways to improve the water quality ofNorway Pond.




1995 has been year of constant growth, development, and improvement as
the committee continues to promote, maintain, and support the good health and
well being of all residents in our community.
To date we have sponsored the following activities: aerobics classes,
gymnastics for youth (which has grown incredibly this year), art classes -
watercolors, youth bowling, youth basketball, adult volleyball. Country Line
dancing, bus trips to Ringling Bros. Circus, the Boston Celtics, New England Flower
Show, Disney on Ice, and Fanueil Hall to hear the Hancock Bell Ringers perform,
the Winter Frolic, and the monthly Hancock Happenings calendar that keeps you
posted and up to date on activities occurring in town.
In addition to the programs sponsored by the dedicated work of Martha
Blanchette, Pat Newcomb, and Betty Pels the committee has been responsible for the
addition of a 2" water hydrant to the Town field for the purpose of maintaining and
flooding the ice rinks. Thanks to the State Corrections Dept. our Town gym and
bathroom facilities had a facelift. The tennis court received its much needed repairs
and the docks at the beachfront were outfitted with new decking.
In the months to come we have several agenda items in which we could use
your help and support...we have proposed the construction of a multipurpose court
to replace the old tennis court and backboard. This court will provide the following
forms of recreation: roUerblading, skateboarding, basketball, floor hockey, singles
tennis practice (serving backboard), outdoor dances (for Old Home Day), and other
outdoor games such as foursquare, shuffleboard, or hopscotch. A picnic area will
be constructed at the beachfront for those who would like to enjoy a hamburger
while cooling off in the pond after a long day at work. A request for an outdoor
volleyball net will be honored, the net will be set up in the reconstructed ice rink.
The ice rink will be undergoing some minor grading repairs...to prevent the
water/ice from running out of the rink down the hill. And finally, the Town field
will be getting an overhaul. All of these improvements to Town facilities are in
response to your continued support of recreation as a valuable entity in our
community.
Once again, the committee would like to thank all the "Friends" of
recreation who help make possible many of the activities that we all take part in...
The Waterfront, Youth soccer. Youth baseball and softball. Adult and youth
basketball, the Ice rink (including snowplowers - Adam Blanchette and Ed
Coughlan). the maintenance of the Tennis Court, and to Nancy Adams and Marylou
Moreen for creating the Hancock Happenings monthly. And to all those behind the
scenes people, many thanks.
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Presently we meet the 1st Thursday of the month. If you have any questions,
or suggestions please feel free to join us at the Town Office at 7 PM or call the
following active committee members.
MARTHA BLANCHETTE -Vice Chairperson, Beachfront, Bus Tours, Youth
Activities, Scheduling ofGym and Fields 525-4025
WAYNE COX - Ice Rink, Multi-purpose Court 525-4315
DONNA GEER - Secretary, Program Development 525-4308
PAT NEWCOMB - Tennis Court/Lessons, Art Programs 525-6658
BETTY PELS - Treasurer, Fitness/Exercise Programs 525-6688
BRIAN fflGGINS - Maintenance, Inventory 525-4034
RENNIE TIMM - Chairperson, Budget, Community Liaison 525-4728





The Planning Board did not experience the pressures of prior years and as a
result the demand for Board actions was greatly diminished in 1995. This decrease
in activity was most probably reflected by the surplus of available properties for
sale in Hancock and surrounding communities.
The Board conducted hearing and approvals on just two subdivisions and
one boundary line adjustment. In addition, we had a number of preliminary
hearings concerning proposed boundary line adjustments. In other issue, we
continue to work with a number of gravel pit owners in their endeavors to reclaim
depleted gravel pits.
In 1996, the Planning Board proposed to undertake an update of the Master
Plan and CIP so as to keep these documents as current as possible. We will look for
community participation, suggestions and feedback through public hearings as we
work on these revisions. The Planning Board continues to meet at 7:00 p.m. on the
1st and 3rd Wednesday of each month and we welcome the interest and input of the
residents of Hancock at our biweekly meetings.
David Reardon Meade Cadot
Bernard Schenckenburger Jan Ford
Thomas Woodbury Barbara Wood




The Common Commission consists of three persons who are elected on a
rotating basis for three year terms. The Commission is responsible for care of the
main common around the bandstand, the main flagpole, the island at the
intersection of Old Dublin Road and Main Street, the area behind the post office,
the area around the horsesheds, and the fountain at the east end of Main Street.
The Commission is also responsible for keeping flags and halyards in good order
and flying at the main flagpole and at the ball field on School Street. The work is
done on a volunteer basis and again this year, the commissioners used their own
equipment, saving the town some expense.
During the past few years, the budget for the Commission has been sufficient
to purchase flags, fertilize some of the common areas, and purchase paint for the
annual painting of the fountain. Going forward however, additional funds will be
needed to catch up on maintenance items such as painting of the main flagpole,
repairing masonry, reworking of the flower beds, additional fertilization of the
common areas, pruning of dead tree limbs, and maintenance of the fountain. Each
fall, the fountain itself has been carefully removed, stored and reinstalled by the
Highway Department. The commissioners have been taking their toll. The
commission is looking into options for repairing or possibly recasting this venerable
town symbol and harbinger of spring.
The Commission is grateful for the generosity of several families who have
donated large flags this year. Flags are a major expense, and thanks to these
donations, there are enough flags on hand to last through the coming year. If
anyone wishes to donate a five foot by eight foot flag, it will be greatly appreciated.
Thanks also to the volunteers who helped by planting and trimming flowers
and shrubs and to everyone who helped by picking up litter around the common
areas and the bandstand.
A special thanks goes to Ed and Barbie Burtt who donated and decorated the









The members of the Hancock Genealogy Committee continue to research and
accumulate information regarding Hancock families from 1890 to the present. As
voted in 1980, the goal of the present work is to research and publish genealogical
information on Hancock residents and their families through 1979, Hancock's
bicentennial year. The committee is particularly determined to complete this phase
of what has become an ongoing and important project to accumulate, preserve and
make available data on Hancock residents past and present during the coming year.
It is hoped that anyone whose family lived in Hancock at any time prior to 1979 will
help by taking time over the next several months to make sure that their
information is accurate and complete to that date. A list of family records already
on file will be available at Town Meeting or from a committee member. Our
research generates lots of facts about your families but we depend in a large part on
you to give us "the rest of the story", the biographical notes that keep people alive
and interesting to future generations.
Committee volunteers are always welcome; one of our more immediate projects this
coming year is the creation of a new reference map of Hancock properties past and
present utilizing the recent numbering and road naming system instituted in town.
This would help us replace historical references such as "the old Smith place" and
road names like "the old Peterborough road" with something more definitive and
enduring.
We'd encourage anyone who might like to help with this or any other project to
contact us.
Genealogy is much more than names and dates; it's a fascinating glimpse into the
history of our town and its people.
Respectfully submitted,
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BOILDIHG LARD CORIERT RET
ACTI FlOPEBTTOnn SERi RAPI lOTI VALUE TALOE OSE ACREAGE VALDAIIOR
292 ICHILU, GEORGE F. ( JUET I. 287 0R07 0015-0000 OR 3,582 13 3,582
mi aus, cHsisTOPm t im 988 0O04 0055-0000 68,700 R 26,700 R .9 95,400
2246 MIB, cmiSTOPBM E. 1247 0R09 0095B-0001 55,400 R 25,200 R 4.08 80,600
1096 iDiRs, m» E. i ma d. 1081 0U08 0016-0000 112,400 R 41,800 R 3 154,200
2357 ADiK, ESHESI i. 271 0RD7 0002-0003 39,000 R 28,000 R 5.2 67,000
1022 IDMS, FRHEST i. i MHCT P. 1039 ono6 0009-0000 1,200 R 3.09 1,200
1022 uus, masj i. s duct p. 817 OR] 5 0030-0000 54,500 R 20,600 R 2,319 65.5 77,419
1022 iOUS, XmST 1. I UHCT P. 819 0S15 0030B-0000 OR 95 4.03 95
1022 UUS, mtSJ L i MNCT P. 820 ORIS 0030C-0000 OR 96 4.07 96
1022 UUS, EMEST 1. ( URCT P. 565 0R09 0095B-0000 21,600 R 26,800 R 5.82 48,400
1022 UUS, EIHEST 1. ( NIHCT P. 1214 0D03 0008A-00Q0 750 R .75 750
1022 iDus, wasr i. i ruct p. 1249 ORIS 0030D-0000 OR 129 5.47 129
193S ISUS, HMCr P. 1008 0O04 0076-0000 237,800 R 45,100 I .48 282,900
578 1DUS-Jii., SUPB J. ( SUSJUI I. 570 0R09 0099-0000 69,600 R 29,500 R 49 2.5 99,149
S78UU5-JI!., SALPB J. ( SHSU I. 572 0R09 OlOOA-0000 R 448 9.3 448
903 iraiET, i.BSIiH I EEITH 889 0D02 0003-0000 31,500 R 4.13 31,500
903 UEILET, l.BtlU ( KITB 892 0002 0006-0000 31,100 R 5.45 31,100
922 MERLET, KITH 1023 0UO5 0008-0000 85,100 R 30,000 R 2.07 115,100
922 imin, miB 907 DD02 0021-0000 64,700 R 26,200 R .7 90,900
922 UEILET, HITH 908 ono2 0022-0000 94,900 R 29,900 R 2 124,800
922 IIKE1ir,RT, KEITH 1203 0005 0008A-0000 26,800 R .92 26,800
375 UBEKT, ROBEBT 369 OR08 0024-0000 231,500 R 33,700 R 3.9 265,200
1989 UORICH, ERIC i ADIHE 136 0R03 0009-0000 95,200 R 35,600 R 5.14 130,800
676 ILLER, BiRCT 667 ORll 0032-0000 103,400 R 37,500 R 4.5 140,900
676 ILLEH, RUCT 668 ORll 0033-0000 31,600 R 4.6 31,600
706 ME5, flJim M.J. i DOREEH 697 ORll 0061-0000 196,600 R 36,500 R 4 233,100
1068 UIDOR, RICBUD E. i mmi B 1053 0007 0009-0000 OR 68 .71 68
1068 UIDOH, RICBIRB E. ( ElEUOR B 1054 0007 0010-0000 OR 3 .03 3
1061 UIDOH, IICBUD I. i EUJUiOI H 1063 0007 0018-0000 150,600 8 26,500 i 221 3.9 177,321
1068 UIDOR, RICEIRD E. ( EUUOR fl 574 0R09 0102-0000 R 1,774 3.9 1,774
1068 UIDOH, RICBiRD E. ( ELEUOS H 575 0R09 0103-0000 R 433 4.5 433
1068 UIDOR, RICBUD E. i EliUOR B 577 0R09 D105-00D0 28,800 R 6.7 28,800
1068 UIDOR, RICBiRD E. ( EIEIHOR B 629 ORIO 0032C-0000 R 299 3.1 299
2344 UIDOR/GIRT i. RTER, CIRTHIi f 513 OR09 0054-0000 96,500 R 35,500 R 3.5 132,000
502 U0DI0,RICB1RD J. ( URTBETB t 496 0R09 0037-0000 30,000 R 3.8 30,000
502 UODIO.RICBIRD J. J MARYBEIH F 497 0R09 0038-0000 225,800 R 35,900 R 3.7 261,700
941 UDERSOR, DITID R. ( UTBERIRE 927 0003 0007-0000 110,300 R 25,600 R .6 135,900
994 iSB, GUDTS G. 980 0D04 0047-0000 70,500 R 26,100 R .75 61,600
776 IBDDBOR SOCIETT OF RH 765 0R14 0006A-0000 OR 4,014 60.80 4,014
776 ABDOBOR SOCIEIT OF RH 774 0R14 0013A-0000 OR 3,248 46.7 3,248
2266 8DSTIR, VIUIU C. ( SBIRLET L 1107 OOIO 0003-0000 165,400 R 29,900 R 2 195,300
123 iOTB.C. GORDOR ( RIRTIHR 121 0R02 0051-0000 153,600 R 41,800 R 8.33 195,400
656 BABBITT, TBELKA 647 OJU 0012-0000 116,900 R 30,500 R 1,531 54 148,931
778 BACA, ROBERT J.S RARILYR F. 767 0R14 0008-0000 199,600 R 24,100 R 4,140 137 227,840
2191 UDDODi, tinonM iim B. S51 Oill 0016-0000 „24J,500
1
S1,9DQ I 21 30S,400
BDILOING im CORIEIT KT
ICTI FIOPESTT OniQI SERI MPI LOTI VALUE VALUE USE ACREAGE VALDAIIOI
1»4 BlIHTOH, RIUIU S.SBESNiDIHZ 1110 OHIO 0006-0000 76,400 R 32,200 R 2.1 108,600
419 lamn, POUT 413 0R08 0062-0000 177,100 R 35,800 R 1,671 24.23 214,571
1132 BiUVIH, ISIBELU 1117 ODIQ 0011-0000 48,800 R 41,200 R 8 55,000
192S iUam, THOUS L. 87 0RD2 0019-0000 OR 1,864 4.1 1,864
1J25 BMFORD, THOMS I. 89 0R02 0021-0000 R 1,096 8 1,096
1925 BU70RD, THOUS I. 94 0RO2 0026-0000 206,500 R 33,400 R 4,548 14 244,448
1925 BUFOSD, TROMS L. 95 0R02 0027-0000 OR 122 1.1 122
1925 BAHF08D, THOMAS L. 96 0R02 0028-0000 45,800 R 29,400 R 8,860 74 84,060
2034 BUDIERI, DEHO S SlHDEl 12 OROl 0006-0000 79,300 R 36,900 R 5.5 116,200
73 BiEKES.CHJISTOPBM i HTBMIHE 71 0R02 0003-0000 91,600 R 41,200 R 8.3 132,800
210 BITTBHUN, CHUUS J. i BOTH 205 0R06 0002-0000 138,400 R 28,800 R 1,998 31.5 169,198
664 BUCH, VUm i JAHET 655 ORll 0020-0000 125,900 R 40,100 R 4.3 166,000
460 BEERS, DUIE C. t SUSiH J. 454 0R09 0004B-0000 129,000 R 40,100 R 7.38 169,100
460 BEEBS, DlHIEl C. i SUSU J. 461 OR09 0009-0000 6,000 R 6 6,000
2127 BEESON, KOBERTl J. 255 0R06 0050-0000 51,000 R 29,900 R 2 80,900
67 8EGUIN, ELLEN E. 67 OROl 0050-0000 102,100 R 35,500 R 6 137,600
1954 BEU, mam b.( iobebti i. 305 0fi07 0030-0000 210,100 R 30,700 R 2.4 240,800
1166 BEU-JE,JUES B.P. i JEAN C. 1151 0D14 0003-0000 8,700 R 63,500 R 1 72,200
1166 BEU-JB,JAX£S R.P. S JEAN C. 1152 0D14 0004-0000 63,300 R 96,700 R 1.7 160,000
2190 BELLETETE, ERNEST J. t PAULA A 472 0R09 0020-0000 90,400 R 36,200 R 5.15 126,600
1127 BELIZ, CERALI) A.S BARBARA If.S. 1112 OOIO OOOB-0000 92,300 R 29,600 R 4.4 121,900
2149 BENNETT, DEAN H. ( JEAN E. 677 ORll 0042-0000 96,100 R 31,000 R 4 129,100
654 ORll 0019-0000 106,600 R 37,100 R 4.3 143,700
2027 BHWnr-TRKTEE, HTHLEEH P. 556 0R09 0090-0000 95,000 R 28,400 R 1.9 123,400
76 BENOIT, CHARLES 6 NARY BETH 74 0R02 0007-0000 4,400 R 8,900 R 87 3.4 13,387
76 BENOIT, CHARLES ( MARY BETH 83 0R02 0016-0000 149,600 R 27.900 R 1,445 16 178,945
933 BENOIT. ROBERT A. i THERESA 919 0002 0032-0000 54,000 R 28,900 R 1.5 82,900
933 BENOIT, ROBERT A. 6 THERESA 982 OD04 0049-0000 116,600 R 26,700 R .9 143,300
2042 BERGAN, PAUL J. ( NARGO L. 475 0R09 0020C-0000 148,100 R 39,100 R 6.82 187,200
82 BERGIN, JOHN A. ( JOAN F. 80 0R02 0013-0000 203,000 R 29,700 R 1,581 16 234,281
331 BERNIHS.LYLE DEAN ( CATHY LYNN 326 0R07 0049-0000 140,900 R 37,300 R 4.4 178,200
614 BERNSON, JACODELYN 605 ORIO 0018-0000 31,900 R 31,700 R 4.2 63,600
500 BEVIS, HIUIAK D. ( DOROTHY C. 494 0R09 0035-0000 137,500 R 36,900 R 4.2 174,400
57 BEVLn, ROBERT V. ( SHIRLEY N. 57 OROl 0040B-0000 96,200 R 30,100 R 2.1 111,300
2207 BICJtNEU-JR., HIUIAN E. 1072 0008 0007-0000 73,500 R 26,700 R .9 100,200
2138 BIUINGS ( H.KENHISON-TRSTS,S. 706 0R12 0002-0000 104,500 R 30,300 R 3.5 134,800
213 BIUINGS, JANE 208 0R06 0005-0000 54,000 R 33,300 R 3.7 87,300
2036 BIUINCS-ET AL, BROCE R. 977 0D04 0044-0000 119,000 R 28,300 R 1.2 147,300
469 BISHOP, BARRY E.S BISBARA R. 463 0R09 0011-0000 52,500 R 30,600 R 2.4 83,100
1914 mm-tt AL, B. PiOlINE 293 0R07 0021-0000 225,500 R 35,500 R 4.8 261,000
142 BUIR, DATID H. 6 LINDA N. 140 0R03 0011-0000 OR 14 .6 14
142 BUIR, OATID H. ( LINDA N. 153 0R03 0032-0000 OR 1,059 45 1,059
909 BLANCHETTE, ALBERT ( VIRGINIA 895 0D02 0009-0000 130,500 R 26,600 R .8 157,100
486 BLANCHETTE, HICHAEL S HOUY 480 0R09 0021-0000 143,200 R 33,900 R 4 177,100
910 BLANCHETTE.ADAR E.( HARTHA J. 896 0O02 0009A-0000 61,300 R 29,100 R 1.6 90,400
-58-
BDIUIHG LARD COBEERT RET
icTi ptopQiTr ona SEBI UPf LOTI VALOE VALOE USE ACREAGE VALOATIOI
U7 BUICKBI, mT { JUST 599 OBIO 0013D-0000 150,800 B 45,400 R 11.02 196,200
607 BUICXEH, KDIiT i JINET 746 OBIO 0013D-0001 41,600 E 8.9 41,600
WO BUCKS, CiSl T. 966 0D04 0029-0000 208,000 B 30,800 B .6 238,800
2044 BLicm, cm 7. ( Linii B. 681 OEll 0046-0000 34,000 E 6 34,000
2330 BIOOD, KfflHm A. 1071 0008 0006-0000 77,100 B 26,500 R .8 68,600
707 BOBI, ADGUST B. S BOTH I. 69B 0811 0062-0000 163,600 E 36,500 R 4 200,100
1039 BOISSY, BOHCE C. 1025 0O05 0010-0000 71,700 E 30,700 R 2.4 102,400
213) BOUBD, CABOLTK G. 1047 0D07 0004-0000 27,800 R 3.8 27,800
274 BOUINI, COBSTUCB M. 269 0S07 0002-0001 38,800 E 21,200 R 1,976 43.9 61,976
401 BOLTOB, SILUU ». i DIIHNB C. 395 0BQ8 0044-0000 21,000 R .7 21,000
101 BOLTOH, VILLIU «. t DliMB C. 421 0B08 0071-0000 104,400 E 29,900 fi 2 134,300
7MB0IF.SKJ-JI., JOflHS. S SIBI 707 0B12 0003-0000 165,800 E 39,500 R 7.1 205,300
21S2 BOICESOH, BICKBT i. £ LIBDl L. 787 0B15 0010-0000 30,700 B 25,900 R 1.3 56,600
2i( BOSTOR ( UIHB BilLIOill 545 0BQ9 0080-0000 20,500 R 11 20,500
2U BOSTOH ( UIHB BilUOlO 1058 0D07 0013-0000 5,400 R 2.7 5,400
Hi BOSTOH i UIHB BAIUtOU) 132 0R03 0005-0000 2,000 R 1 2,000
2ffi BOSTOR ( MINE BilUOlO 164 0RD3 0040-0000 16,900 R 9 16,900
2U BOSTOH ( UIRB BIILEOIO 435 0B08 0080-0000 9,600 R 5 9,600
2ti BOSTOH S UIHB UILBOIS 1238 0B06 0004B-0000 3,000 R 1.6 3,000
2ii BOSTOH S UIHB UIIROU) 458 0fi09 0006-0000 18,600 R 10 18,600
2(6 BOSTOH ( UIHB UIIiOAD 207 0B06 0004-0000 5,600 R 3 5,600
110 BOSTOH DHITBESITY 107 0B02 0039-0000 203,900 H 127.21 203,900
110 BOSTOH OHiraSITY 108 0B02 0040-0000 970,400 R 139,500 R 37 1,109,900
110 BOSTOH tlHITEBSm 109 0B02 0041-0000 179,200 H 101,600 H 27 280,800
110 BOSTOH DHiimsiTy 111 0B02 0043-0000 306,200 H 197 306,200
110 BOSTOR DHITERSITT 1235 0B02 0039A-0000 2,538,558 C 44,100 R 4.71 2,582,658
71 BOTT, DAVID «. S HABIHA C. 100 0K02 0032-0000 R 1,926 30 1,926
»24 ton/mm biu tbdsi 910 0002 0024-0000 81,900 R 26,200 R .7 108,100
S60 BOHEH, DOVGLAS ( BABBAEA 554 0B09 0086C-0000 101,900 R 33,000 R 6.65 134,900
766 BOVEH, SDIAHRE 757 0E13 0023A-0000 E 4,006 52 4,006
»S7 B08MH, BABBABA S. 127 0R03 0001-0000 OR 1,164 29 1,164
900 BBIDLET, CHABIiS V. ( MABTBA 886 0001 0033-0000 87,800 R 31,600 R 1.57 119,400
m iimh mm v. i luuiTRi 911 0D02 Q02S-0000 600 R .61 600
900 BBADLET, CHABLBS V. ( HABTHA 912 0002 002SA-0000 34,600 E 2.86 34,600
iota BIAOT, JOBH A t BIXBBfiLT S. 1211 0K09 00858-0000 31,500 R 6.5 31,500
9B9 BfiBHHAH-JB.,TBOUS l.i HBRSY ii 975 OD04 0038-0000 97,000 R 28,900 E 2.03 125,900
297 BIIGGS, DORALD C. ( A.PATBICIli 292 0R07 0020-0000 123,900 R 26,200 B .7 150,100
719 BBIGCS, ELBAROS 3 0R04 0015-0000 OE 5,056 175 5,056
719 BBIGGS, BLBAHOfi 4 Ot04 0016-0000 OE 722 7.5 722
719 BBIGGS, BLEAHOE 1125 0011 0001-0000 3,700 R OE 341 11.8 4,041
719 BBICCS. BIEAHOB 1126 ODll 0002-0000 E 982 34 982
719 BBIGGS, BIBAHOB 1130 0012 0003-0000 OE 1,271 44 1,271
719 BBIGGS, BLEAROB 631 OBll 0002-0000 OE 4,940 171 4,940
719 BBIGGS, BLEAROB 632 OBll 0003-0000 R 2,610 47 2,610
719 BBIGGS, BLEAROB 633 OBll 0004-0000 OR 1,213 42' 1,213
B0ILDING LAND CUIREIT NET
ICTI FSOPEEn OiM SERI lAPI LOTI lUM VALUE USE ACREAGE VALUATION
719 UKQs, nmoi 1147 oni3 0015-0000 R 3,785 131 3,785
719 BJIGGS, UmOi 1156 0014 0008-0000 B 4,019 62.1 4,019
719 MICGS, ItmOU 1168 0D16 0001-0000 OB 1,637 17 1.637
719 BSIGGS, laUOi IISO 0016 0013-0000 32,200 B .2 32,200
719 ssiGGS, umm 178 0B04 0007-0000 R 549 19 549
719 BEI6GS, HmOl 183 0R04 0010-0000 OB 1,156 40 1,156
719 BSICGS, ElMUOH 187 0R04 0013-0000 OR 751 26 751
719 BBIGGS, EIEIHOJ 190 OROS 0001-0000 01 4,661 66 4.661
719 BHGGS, ELUROR 191 0B05 0002-0000 OB 693 24 693
719 BItlGGS, HmOi 192 OBOS 0003-0000 OB 2,080 72 2.080
719 BSIGGS, ELMOB 193 0B05 0004-0000 OB 1,358 47 1.3Si
719 BJIGGS, EimOS 705 0B12 0001-0000 B 3,507 121.4 3.507
719 BBIGGS, EF.KHROR 194 0fi05 0005-0000 OB 2,109 73 2.109
719 BBIGGS, ELUHOB 195 0R05 0006-0000 OB 4,847 81 4.847
719 BBIGGS, ElilHOB 197 0R05 0008-0000 OR 3,079 102 3,079
719 BBIGGS, ELEANOR 198 0B05 0009-0000 B 6,777 119 6,777
719 BBIGGS, Ef.EIIKOR 710 0112 0006-0000 OB 125 1.3 125
719 BBIGGS, EliiNOB 199 0R05 0010-0000 OR 3,576 47 3.576
719 BBIGGS, ElEMOB 200 OROS 0011-0000 OB 6,455 120 6.455
719 BBIGGS, ELEiHOB 201 OBOS 0012-0000 B 4,848 145 4.848
719 BBIGGS. EliiKOfi 202 OROS 0013-0000 08 5,027 100 5.027
719 BBIGGS, ELEIHOB 203 OROS 0014-0000 B 1,156 40 1.156
719 BBIGGS, ELEMOR 717 0R12 0012-0000 OR 2,321 49 2.321
719 BJIGGS, ELEANOR 718 0B12 0013-0000 OR 4,995 118 4,995
719 BBIGGS. ELEANOR 719 0B12 0014-0000 OB 1,480 44 1,480
719 BBIGGS, ELUHOB 720 0B12 0015-0000 OR 8,423 215 8.423
719 BBIGGS, ElEAHOB 721 0B12 0016-0000 R 2,880 91 2.880
719 BBIGGS, ELEANOB 723 0B12 0018-0000 OB 2,571 89 2.571
719 BBIGGS, ELEANOR 237 0R06 0034-0000 427,300 B 29,800 B 3,414 17 460.514
719 BBIGGS, ELEANOR 240 0R06 0037-0000 OR 520 18 520
719 BBIGGS, ELEAHOB 242 0R06 0039-0000 OR 1,263 7 1,263
719 BBIGGS, ELEAHOB 243 0R06 0040-0000 R 2,610 67 2,610
719 BBIGGS, ELEAHOB 244 0B06 0041-0000 OB 1,445 15 1,445
390 BRISTOL-JR., JAKES E. 384 0B08 0034A-0000 30,400 B 5.08 30.400
390BBISIOL-JR., JAMES E. 3B5 0B08 0034B-0000 30,400 B 5.09 30.400
526 BBIHOH, BOBEBI E. { STLVIA M. 520 0B09 OOS8A-0000 183,800 B 33,900 R 4.01 217.700
2030 BIODERICE, ROBERT J. SELIZABETB: 669 OBll 0034-0000 136,100 R 37.700 R 4.6 173,800
4S7 mum, met 1. 1 padla 451 OB09 0003-0000 49.700 R 2,317 52 52,017
S43 BROOES, BOBEBT S. i CAROLTH 537 0R09 0073-0000 66,900 R 29,500 B 2 96,400
543 BBOOKS, BOBEBI S. i CAROLYN 538 0R09 0074-0000 OB 517 10.3 517
2252 BROOKS, RDTE GLAD7S 1052 0D07 0008-0000 3,100 B 3.1 3,100
21S1 UOm i UT KCCLIIITIC, DITID 1i 26 OSOl 0016-0000 70.100 R 25,B00 1 2.05 95,900
2336 BROW, DAVID H. ( ALICE B. 1099 ono9 0014-0000 195.800 R 29,100 B .3 224,900
303 BROW), JEmEY S. 298 0B07 0026-0000 129,100 B 28,600 B 455 12.16 158.155
2B8 BBOm, RNRKTH ( JULIE 283 0B07 0013-0000 36,300 B 17.600 B 4,431 66.11 58.331
BDILDIRG LAUD CDSIERT HET
icTi fsopan ma SEII lAPt lOTI VAIDE TAIDE DSE ACREAGE TALDAIIOI
iM mm, Tmm t juiie 284 0B07 0013A-DDOO OS 1,844 5.07 1,844
211 BtoBR, msm i Mil 285 0S07 0013B-0000 S 1,891 10.65 1,891
211 BsoBir, mum t Mil 299 0B07 0027-0000 195,200 1! 28,700 I 5.975 19.46 229,875
107 tioni, mam i. 105 0S02 0037-0000 OR 231 2.4 231
107 iim, mstm i. 106 0R02 0038-0000 330,900 B 30,200 R 732 9.8 361,832
1197 mm/f.swifmum,w!m. 43S 0B08 0083-0000 54,700 B 27.400 R 5.28 82.100
751 BIOI DCTEIOPHKNI CO IHC 742 0S13 0011-0000 54,600 R 19 54.600
751 BIOI BimOPMHT CO IK 743 0B13 0012-0000 35,200 R 9 35,200
751 mi BmiOPffiHT CO IK 754 0B13 0021-0000 89.900 R 45 89,900
632 B8TM, ISTHOS L. i ISiBEl I. 623 OEIO 0029-0000 182,300 i 29,700 B 5,300 22.65 217.300
632 BITM, UTM I. ( ISiBEL L. 449 0B09 0001-0000 20,000 B 25.900 R 6.414 38.56 52,314
720 BDHCE EI JL, JOHN £. 711 0E12 0007-0000 90,400 B 42,900 R 5 133,300
386 BUm, KITH k. i SDSU J 380 OBOB 0031A-0000 95,300 R 32,900 R 2.3 128,200
385 BOm-nSTS.DOnCIiS i HHIDITH 379 0B08 0031-0000 132,400 R 38,000 R 4.3 170,400
743 BBII, JiKS M. 734 0J13 0003-0000 48,300 R 27,900 R 3,607 66.97 80,007
625 mn, mm b. t bmbibi f. 616 OBID 0024-0000 127,200 R 38.700 R 6.63 165,900
625 mn, mm e. t mim p. 617 DUO 0024A-0000 5.200 R 2.62 5,200
1983 BBSBT, DOBIS C. S PECGT L. 1219 0102 0049B 192,600 R 41,000 R 11.02 233,600
739 BTU, flUOLO H. 730 0B12 0022-0000 107,500 R 30,500 R 1,166 22 139,168
986 BTM-TBSTS., CEOiGE i.J JOTH J 972 0004 0035-0000 101,700 R 24,300 R .3 126,000
253 CUOT, B. XEIDE ( CTRTBIi 24 S 0B0( 0044A-0000 88,000 B 34,100 B 4.09 122,100
2341 CMPBEU ( CiTH.COIEET, CITDE 436 0R08 0081-0000 90,800 R 29,100 R 1.6 119,900
2128 CiMPBEU, FRUffi L. S DMID C. 663 OBll 0028-0000 30,100 R 4 30,100
809 CMPBEU-IIISI, BlJBUi i. 798 0E15 0016-0000 173,200 B 26.500 B 3,018 19 204,718
809 CMPBELL-TMST, BilBm J. 802 0S15 0018-0000 R 10.529 252.3 10,529
809 UB>8EU-mST, BUBUU I. 803 DB15 0019-0000 OB 2.018 39.5 2,018
809 CMPBEU-mST. BMBMl J. 806 OBIS 0021-0000 01 92 3.2 92
809 CUFBEU-TSVST, BUBUl i. 807 OBIS 0022-0000 277,500 R 27.100 R 7.372 42.9 311,972
2240 CULET, JOAH E. 576 OB09 0104-0000 139,800 R 39,000 R 8.2 178,800
504 CiJLSOH-JI.,JOHH E. S MIGilET 498 0K09 0039-0000 140,100 R 35.900 R 3.7 176,000
2288 CUHET, DITID X. i B. UUSEN 855 ODOl 0003-0000 104,900 R 34.900 R 3 139,800
871 CUIET.CHULIIIE A.( DEBOBifl B. 857 onoi 0005-0000 76,300 R 30,600 R 1.03 106,900
1948 CUTEK, CU7 D. i SOSU F. 1124 onio 0019-0000 155,900 R 26,900 R 1.5 184,800
317 CUmU, JME T. 312 0B07 0036-0000 239.600 R 27.200 R 1.405 12.1 268,405
893 ClSm, HOVABS K. ( JUICE E. 879 ODOl 0026-0000 196,300 B 28.900 R .69 225,200
Si8 ClSUii-nilSTEI, Eum I, S74 0U04 D037-0000 117,100 It 26,500 i .8 143,600
935 CMS. FSIIEST C. iHTillE ». 921 0D03 0001-0000 78,400 B 24.700 R .4 103,100
1071 CISS, iriCBlEI I. i LESIiT E. 1056 0D07 OOllA-0000 124,600 R 27.900 B 4.729 11 157,229
2350 CISS, mi A. ( SEABIL L. 959 DD04 0022-0000 43,400 R 29.600 R .4 73,000
485 CASSIDY, BETAH P. i SUSAH 0. 479 0B09 0020G-0000 132,400 B 40,100 R 8.1 172,500
562 CATEELT, BALPB A. ( BASBABA E. 556 0B09 0088-0000 179,000 R 31.300 B 3 210,300
562 CA?ESLT, BALPB A. ( BABBABA E. 594 DBIO 0013-0000 OR 862 15.2 862
562 CA?IET. tAtPE A. t BABBABA E. 1234 0B09 00S8A-0000 17.400 R 7.93 17,400
545 CEBHOTA, ABTBDli 539 0B09 0075-0000 128,400 R 32,200 R 11.574 72 172,174
545 CEUOTA, ABTHDB 540 OR09 0076-0000 53,800 R 29,600 B 3.716 33.63 67,116
-61-
BDILDIK IID CUIUT m
iCTi mmn onzi SERI MAPI LOTI VALUE VALUE USE ACREAGB mUATIQI
S4S CraOTI, MTHDJ 547 0R09 0082-0000 OR 5,843 62 5,843
SI8 CfllBOT, FIEm S DEBORAH 580 ORIO OOOlA-0000 87,700 R 27,100 R 739 15.9 115,539
S66 CBUBESLilN, NILDSED N. 560 0R09 0092-0000 11,300 R 28,400 R 1.27 39,700
40 CBUBBtUIH, NOUM P. 40 OROl 0026-0000 21,000 R 27,900 R 1 48,900
39 CHMBBSUIH.Lfl./N.P./E.E 39 OROl 0025-0000 17,500 R 42,900 R 9 60.400
263 CHUBESLI8, DiTID E. 258 0R06 0054-0000 77,600 R 33,900 R 4 111,500
2041 Ctmm, iUN R. S SHIRLEY N. 1 0R02 0002-0000 189,100 R 39,600 R 8.58 228,700
2153 CHiPJQH, IIHOIHY P. S PiHEU S 1108 OUIO 0004-0000 138,600 R 32,100 R 1.8 170,700
MB CBEHE7-JR., REIl X. i MRGiRET 884 OUOl 0031-0000 128,600 R 31,500 R 1.5 160,100
513 CSENOVETE, JAMES H. S DEHISE 507 0R09 0048-0000 109,700 R 39,200 R 5.35 148,900
593 CHERHH. lARJORIE 585 ORIO 0004-0000 OR 6,106 68.5 6,106
41B CHESTER, EENNETH S DOHNA 412 0R08 0061-0000 174,900 R 35,300 R 4.7 210,200
2031 CLAELIN, KERHAN M. ( DEBORAH A 1212 DR09 0085C-0000 93,700 R 30,600 R 5.85 124,300
2006 CLARK, ERAMCELIA USOH 712 0R12 0008-0000 112,800 R 53,100 R 8 165,900
2006 CLARK, ERAHCELIA MSOH 714 0R12 0010-0000 OR 2,648 66 2,648
1041 CLARK-GRAHEY, JEAN D. 1027 0U05 0012-0000 91,100 R 26,100 R 1.4 117,200
2070 CLARK/A.DOHALDSOH/P.PARROT,J. 923 0U03 0003-0000 144,000 R 27,000 R 1.9 171,000
659 CLARKE, DATID H. S HANCY C. 650 DRll 0015-0000 127,000 R 44,900 R 4.3 171,900
228 CUY, LAHDOH T. 223 0R06 0021-0000 273,900 R 31,100 R 3,771 69.5 308,771
22S CLAY, LAHDOH T. 224 0R06 0021A-0000 R 315 3.5 315
1911 CLEffiHI, HARGARET HEAD 1146 0U13 0014-0000 46,100 R 253,500 R 9.3 299,600
657 CLE?ELAHD, GKEH 648 ORll 0013-0000 109,500 R 37,300 R 4.4 146,800
631 CLOSTER,DAVID S.S CATHERIHE C. 622 ORIO 0028-0000 145,200 R 31,100 R 2.59 176,300
347 CLODTIER, ROBERT H. S PATRICIA 341 0R08 0001-0000 151,000 R 32,200 R 4,678 29.9 187,878
347 CLODTIER. ROBERT B. J PATRICIA 928 ono3 0008-0000 112,700 C 43,300 C .23 156,000
347 CLODTIER, ROBERT H. i PATRICIA 934 Dn03 0014-OOOBl 92,500 R C .68 92,500
256 COBB, CHARLES H. S DUDLEY 214 0R06 0012-0000 OR 785 3 785
256 COBB, CHARLES H. S DUDLEY 215 0R06 0013-0000 96,500 R 26,700 R 1,986 10 125,166
256 COBB, CHARLES H. I DDDLEY 251 OR06 0046-0000 48,800 R 26,200 R 485 7 75,485
256 COBB, CHARLES N. ( DUDLEY 252 0R06 0047-0000 R 193 2.5 193
428 COCHRANE, DODGUS G. S ELEANOR 17 OROl 0011-0000 99,900 R 32,400 R 1,566 12 133,866
428 COCHRANE, DOUGLAS G. i ELEANOR 48 OROl 0034-0000 OR 2,947 25 2,947
979 CODXAN, HARRY 965 0D04 0028-0000 111,700 R 29,100 R .3 140,800
2315 CODUN, KICEAEL 748 0R13 0015-0000 79,400 8 29,300 R 4.3 108,700
424 COLBEU, CHRISTOPHER S SUSAN 882 OUOl 0029-0000 88,500 R 34,900 R 1.7 123,400
424 COLBELL, CHRISTOPHER S SUSAN 1171 0D16 0004-0000 23,000 R 1.4 23,000
2334 COHSTOCK/T.ASLAN-TRSTS., D.L. 1183 0U16 0016-0000 102,400 R 91,200 R 1 193,600
70S COEOR, ROBERT P. S CORINNE L. 696 ORll 0060-0000 141,600 R 36,500 R 4 178,100
421 CONNEU, THOnS JAMES 415 0R08 0065-0000 144,800 R 33,300 R 1,780 15.5 179,880
488 COOK, MARJORIE D. 482 0R09 0023-0000 120,000 R 33,900 R 4 153,900
321 COOKE, MICHAEL C. 316 0RO7 0040-0000 160,800 R 48,200 R 8 209,000
447 CORBETT, BILLIAM J. i LOIS A. 367 0R08 0023A-0000 100 R .02 100
447 CORBETT, HIUIAM J. ( LOIS A. 441 0R08 0085A-0000 156,400 R 42,900 R 12.03 199,300
1040 CORCORAN, PAUL J.S PATRICIA B. 1026 0U05 0011-0000 112,300 R 28, BOO R 1.47 141,100
1040 COICOUR, PAUL J.S PATRICIA E. 1101 0D09 0016-0000 179,600 R 34,000 R 1.24 213,600
62-
BOILDING LAIDI COUER m
iCTi PtopoTT omt SZII lAPI LOTI moE VUOE 0SE ACREAGE TUOITIOI
IHO COICOIU, PIDL l.i PiniCU B. 761 Otl4 0003-0000 2,100 R 15,000 R 7,590 109 24,(90
2039 COBDttLE. ELSE O.-GUY-DIiM M. 304 0R07 0029A-0000 118,800 R 28,700 R 4 147,500
291 COIXIES, lEONEU L. 286 0E07 0014-0000 89,100 R 29,200 R 3.5 83,300
2221 COTE, liOHMD J.i JTOIIB B. 790 mi 0013-0000 173,900 R 35,000 I 5.83 208,900
2177 con S DOrai L. STEELE, SIEVKll 8S1 OKU 0020-0000 60,300 R 37,500 R 6 97,(00
907COfffflLM-J£., EDDiSD J. 893 ono2 0007-0000 68,100 R 29,900 R 2 96,000
1» CIIH, CHULES R. S 8EBECCJ H. 289 0R07 0017-0000 R 6,067 17.74 6,0(7
(IS csocitm, mum s. 1236 ono3 0014 -00082 100,900 R OC .01 100,900
M02 CSOOtETI.HrHE P.S HHIFBED S. 1215 0O03 0008B-0000 81,100 R 24,000 R .24 105,100
791 C105S, CHID ( HEITNET K. 780 01!15 0002E-0000 59,100 R 39,000 R 10.26 96,100
(92 CtOVEU, JOHN T. 634 OSll 0005-0000 OR 501 22 SOI
(92 CIOHU, JOHH T. 683 ORll 0048-0000 98,400 R 36,500 R 4 134,900
4M CUDDIBEE.VIUIM S. S EVA P. 398 OR08 0047-0000 100,700 fi 30,300 R 2.2 131,000
si( mm, coKimE «. 510 0R09 0051-0000 31,400 R 4.5 31,400
11(9 CBira, IHOUS B. S SUSAH J. 1154 0014 0006-0000 68,800 R 84,700 R 1.92 153,500
171 CDllHIfiGBU.J.SCOTT i KIN V. 175 0R04 0005-0000 81,100 R 25,300 R 8,466 152.5 114,666
232 cnmir, jues c. s hut e. 227 0R06 0024-0000 86,600 R 39,000 R 6.8 125,800
1 COTTES. DiTID 310 0R07 0034-0000 50,200 R 33,100 R 3.6 83,300
1 CBIIEB, DIVID 311 0R07 0035-0000 21,000 R .7 21,000
731 CDnER, JODIE 729 0R12 0021A-0000 231,100 R 36,000 R 5.04 267,100
787 CDIIEII, TEEST S. S SHEILEY T. 776 0R14 0015-0000 OR 1,708 36 1,708
1997 CZEEAHSXI. iHTOIREnE 1184 0016 0017-0000 56,600 R 81,000 R 2.8 137,600
200< DiLOZ, LOIS H. 50 OROl 0036-0000 OR 1,312 28 1,312
2004 DUOZ, LOIS fl. 51 OROl 0037-0000 OR 13 .23 13
2004 DILOZ, LOIS B. 52 OROl 0038-0000 OR 1 .04 1
2004 DILOZ, LOIS H. 58 OROl 0041-0000 141,800 E 29,500 R 170 4.8 171,470
2004 DUOZ, LOIS B. 59 OROl 0042-0000 34,800 R 11,200 R 219 5 46,219
2004 DiLOZ, LOIS B. 93 0R02 0025-0000 OR 1,520 24 1,520
2004 DUOZ, LOIS H. 1167 0015 0005-0000 36,300 R 156,600 R 1.4 192,900
31S DiLSTllPLE,KSIIB P. i BEJTBEE J 118 0R02 0049-0000 143,000 R 33,400 R 4 176,400
S21 DUTOH, RILLIU I. S ELLEN M. 515 0R09 0056-0000 204,900 R 31,500 R 2.8 236,400
S21 DlLTOfl, HIUIU I. ( ELLEH X. 516 0R09 0056A-0000 23.400 R 1.6 23,400
313 DilffOETB-IEKTEE, MESIDiT B. 308 0R07 0032A-0000 129,200 i 30,200 R 5.01 159,400
2112 DUG, LOC VU'SmT. 788 0R15 0011-0000 76,700 R 25,500 R 1.1 102,200
10(4 OUm VEBSTEJ CODHCIL 1049 0007 0005-0000 2,900 N 3 2,900
(23 DUIELS, DELU R. 868 0001 0015-0000 90,900 R 32,700 R 2.1 123,(00
(23DMIELS, DELIiB.- 614 ORIO 0023-0000 154,900 R 30,000 R 1,637 5.63 166,537
(23 DIRIELS, DELIi N. 615 ORID 0023A-0000 OR 4,616 10.15 4,(1(
(23 DUIELS, mil H. 457 0R09 0005-0000 01 3,696 16.26 3,89(
7(S DIVEHPOST, JUES H. 735 0R13 0004-0000 OR 92 1.2 92
7(S D17EHP0IT, JUES E. 741 0813 0010-0000 OR 1,154 10 1,154
7(S DITEHPOIT, JUES B. 756 0R13 0023-0000 121,800 R 26,500 R 4,313 39 152,613
1024 DA?IES, OVEN B. ( JUICE C. 1010 0004 0078-0000 150,800 R 29,100 R .3 179,900
loss DiVIS, lEfflETB S. ( DONNA 1043 0O07 0001-0000 67,200 R 27,900 R 1 9S,100
1044 0007 OOOlA-0000 39,300 R 29,900 R 2 (9,200
BDILDIHG LAND CURRENT NET
iCTi mmn ma SEll MAPI LOTI VALUE VALUE USE ACREAGE VUUAIIOI
lesi DAVIS, niDinH h. t dohhji 592 ORIO 0011-0000 OR 1,455 20 1,455
HO Bins, mi p. 671 ORll 0035-0000 30,800 R 4.2 30,800
370 DJyr, CH8ISIIH1 i. 364 0R08 0021-0000 81,800 R 39,400 R 7 121,200
1H9 DIW. JOra L. 20 OROl 0013-0000 75,900 R 38,400 R 15 114,300
U6 DUH, MTEEUi 331 0R07 0054-0000 206,300 R 27,900 R 2.3 234,200
2331 msm, mcz s. 578 0R09 0105A-0000 90,500 R 28,200 R 4 118,700
)(( DECHERT, GEORGE G. S BEUUB 952 0004 0015-0000 107,200 R 30,800 R .6 138,000
2300 DEUDRIER, CUOl I. 636 ORll 0005B-0000 85,500 R 33,100 R 5.1 118,600
in DEOHG, CLIFFORD PIDL 294 0R07 0022-0000 R 1,002 23 1,002
(IS DETINCEHZO, MICBIEL J. 676 ORll 0040-0000 79,000 R 36,900 R 4.2 115,900
315 DICICCO, STEPHEH G. S HARRIET 339 0R07 0056-0002 127,400 R 33,900 R 4 161,300
31 DIUON, ARH 29 OROl 0019-0000 OR 524 6.8 524
34 DILLON, ARH 32 OROl 0020B-0000 OR 1,469 23.24 1,469
34 DIUON, ANN 33 OROl 0020C-0000 R 7,617 98.87 7,617
34 DILLON, ANN 34 OROl 0020D-0000 OR 85 1.1 85
21 DILLON-ESTAIE, AUGUSTA B. 21 OROl 0014-0000 5,100 R 23,200 R 1.8 28,300
21 DILLON-ESTATE, ABOnSTA B. 30 OROl 0020-0000 252,200 R 32,200 R 3,007 20.1 287,407
21 OIUON-ESIATE, AUGOSIA B. 31 OROl 0020A-0000 700 R 1.4 700
120 OINERSTEIN, ELLEN 126 DR02 0051E-0000 101,000 R 31,400 R 4.06 132,400
764 DITTRICH, BAZE B. 755 0R13 0022-0000 81,200 R 27,200 R 567 12 108,967
904 m, EVERETT L. S90 0002 0004-0000 74,800 R 28,900 R 1.5 103,700
e3SD0VSE-JR., LEONARD H. S SARA B 626 ORIO 0032-0000 121,100 R 29,200 R 4.5 150,300
1IB6 DOnOS, JOANNA 277 0R07 0007-0000 400 R OR 2 .4 402
1086 DOTXOS, JOANNA 278 0R07 0008-0000 OR 681 12 681
231 DRAK, PETER P. S NANCY H. 226 0R06 0023-0000 146,600 R 19,600 R 318 12 166,518
231 DRAKE, PETER P. S HANCT H. 228 OR06 0024A-0000 OR 92 3.2 92
7S9 DRAPER, HELEN S CHRIS 750 0R13 0017-0000 21,800 R 1.9 21,800
759 DRAPER, HELEN S CHRIS 752 0R13 0019-0000 19,200 R .8 19,200
2181 DRAPER, THOHS B. i ELLEN P. 1166 0015 0002-0000 52,200 R 144,200 R 1.4 196,400
2328 DROZIN, GEORGE A. ( TAMARA N. 924 0003 0004-0000 82,600 R 39,400 R 7.19 122,000
874 DRORY, HENRY V. i ELEANOR 660 onoi 0008-0000 25,400 R 1.5 25,400
874 DRUIY, HENRY H. S ELEANOR 861 onoi 00Q8A-0000 104,200 R 32,000 R 1.75 136,200
65 DDBECE, VILLIAM B. ( GAIL C. 65 OROl 0048-0000 32,900 R 27,300 R 5 60,200
2368 DOBDOOE, PETER A. 770 0R14 OOlOA-0000 200 R .23 200
1922 fiDSM, liOBIST 3. t tlM I. 209 01106 0006-0000 99,300 R 26,200 t .7 125,500
788 dulONT, JOHN S. t NARY 777 0R15 0001-0000 203,100 R 29,700 R 682 25.6 233,482
788 duHONT, JOHN S. t NARY 825 0R15 0034A-0000 OR 494 7 494
81 DDNBAR, LDELLA 79 0R02 0012-0000 59,000 R 28,700 R 1.4 87,700
644 DDBI, MTTHEH J. ( XARTBA 0. 635 ORll 0005A-0000 124,400 R 34,900 R 4.5 159,300
1985 DDBNING, DENNIS R.JR.SJnDITH A 322 0R07 0046-0000 128,000 8 28,600 R 1,669 11.6 158,269
2155 DORIS, IRVING 6 NARION 522 0R09 00S9A-0000 135,900 R 36,500 R 5.3 172,400
605 SOVAL, DAVID R. i BEVERLY A. 597 ORIO 0013B-0000 120,200 R 25,300 R 373 13.9 145,873
443 EAVES, RAT D. ( ROSANNA B. 437 0R08 0082-0000 30,100 R 29,300 R 1.7 59,400
1921 EGLOBSTEIN, HONARD N. 432 OR08 0079-0000 106,300 R 32,800 R 3.47 139,100
681 EISENBEIS, GEORGE N. i JEAN B. 672 ORll 0036-0000 175,100 R 37,700 R 4.6 212,800









724 mm, am c. t prisciui 715 01112
2302 ELLIHGVOOC, U£K ( SOSiS 0. 1210 0E09
795 EUIOn, KIUIiM I EIIHH 7B4 Oil 5
2346 EHBLES, KULBH 332 0£07
2346 mm, KiMME 334 0H07
236 aCLISfi, AHITi G. 231 0R06
222 EHGIISH, JOSEPH G. 217 0E06
222 EHGIISH, JOSEPH G. 218 0806
222 EHGIISH. JOSEPH C. 219 0BO6
793 m, HIUIU D. S CAROL B. 762 0S15
793 m, HIUIU D. i CIROL E. 783 0815
793 in, VILLIIH 0. S C180L B. 785 0815
SSt E71HS, D. ERIC 552 QR09
SS8 lim, D. ERIC 553 0R09
995 ETIHS, JOHH V. S XiDQIHE R. 981 0004
2299 EilECHIlD, ROBERT E.S PH8ICI1 674 0811
1192 nmim, mmci im owe
1124 FlIEflElD, C.ESMTE i ROIH 1109 OBIO
2271 EiLCON, ELEiHOR D. 463 0RD9
42 jm, HIUIU J. 42 OROl
93 PELDSTEIH, LEVIS M ( HILiRT 91 0RD2
1083 EELCIR, U.VIH D. ( iMT 1068 0D08
2237 PELSMM, J. EIRE 5 I8EHE C: 1245 0E07
627 EIEDLER, HIROLD 1. 6 EDITH B. 618 ORIO
1815 FIELDS, BRDCE i LESLIE X. 119 0R02
2001 EIELDS/LiHGEVIH,EEH i SHIRLEY 273 0E07
2298 FILLEBROVH, STEPHER i ELEiHOR 649 ORll
972 FIRST COHGREGillOHAL CHORCH 1096 0O09
972 FUST COHGRECillOHiL CHOECB 958 0004
955 FISH /mi L. FISHER, ROBERT L 941 0004
510 FISHER, HIYHE L 573 0R09
2210 FLIGG, HICHIEL J.S UORICIl i. 366 0R08
2210 FLAGS, IICHAEL J.( MDIICIA A. 390 0R08
2231 FLEHIHG, DOHALD t. i UICT A. 488 0R09
616 FOGG, KTRA R. 607 ORIO
BB3 FOGG, ROBERT A. { HARIE E. 869 OOOl
2010 FOHTAIHE, JOSEPH H.S JEAHEIIE 279 0R07
1178 FORD, DESHOni H S JAHICE 1163 0014
2040 FORD, EDVIH J. i RAHDI D. 725 0R12
964 FORD, JUDITH 950 0004
2168 FORSTEH, CHARLEHE A. 604 ORIO
458 FORTOHE, GREGORY B. ( EVEYH A 452 0R09
458 FORTOHE, GREGORY B. S EVELYH A 456 0R09
2151 FRAHK, A8H0LD A. 986 0004














0027-0000 136,600 R 35,900 R
0015-0000 9,200 R 8,900 R
0016-0000 R
0017-0000 107,700 R 23,000 R
0004-0000 R
0005-0000 87,2Q0 C 28,900 C
0008-0000 89,400 R 30,700 R
0086A-0000 78,200 E 22,200 R
0086B-0000 R
0048-0000 80,200 R 28,100 R
0038-0000 106,900 8 36,500 8
0010-0000 60,500 8 82,900 8
0005-0000 85,600 R 35,000 R
0024-0000 144,100 R 37,100 R
0028-0000 164,500 R 36,400 R
0023-0000 152,500 8 27,900 R
0005-0000 184,800 R 26,500 R
0027B-OOQ3 8
0025-0000 198,700 8 39,400 8
0050-0000 132,100 8 33,900 R
0003-0000 148,500 R 43,700 R
0014-0000 31,100 R
OOllA-0000 206,300 H 28,900 H
0021-0000 77,500 H 29,300 H
0005-0000 133,500 8 31,700 8
0101-0000 75,700 8 28,600 8
0036-0000 9,500 R 27,000 R
0040-0000 131,300 8 43,300 8
0029-0000 106,000 8 36,100 8
0020-0000 36,700 8
0016-0000 73,200 8 32,900 R
0009-0000 142,900 8 27,000 8
0015-0000 110,500 8 30,100 8
0019A-0000 162,000 8 33,900 R
0013-0000 123,100 8 30,800 8
0017-0000 75,300 R 31,400 R
0004-0000 R
0004C-0000 1,700 8
0053-0000 112,300 R 26,500 R




























































BDILOIMG LAHD CDPPENT lEI
ICri PIOPEITT OBIM SEP! MAPI LOT! VALDE VALOE USE ACREAGE VEOATIOH
915 HiHK-THSTS, im i GAMY S 902 ono2 0016-0000 22,400 P 1.1 22,400
1003 MIGOIIETTI, DiHIEl G.S JOMire 989 0D04 0056-0000 156,200 P 32,100 R 3.1 188,300
323 MOM min T8BST 318 0R07 0042-0000 2,300 R 2.3 2,300
323 raOM MilTY lEOST 319 0P07 0043-0000 53,100 P 14 53,100
165 CiBlEy, SOBZRI J. S DElIi H. 163 0P03 0039-0000 69,500 P 27,100 R 1,669 17 63,269
1919 CmSD, iLBMT C.S HlfflRUR L. 1046 0007 0003-0000 R 220 9.33 220
1919 aim. ilBERT C.S MICBEUI L. 609 ORIO 0022A-0000 OR 94 4.01 94
1072 GiMD, JIBERI L. i miSi M. 1057 ono7 0012-0000 119,100 P 25,000 R 2.4 144,100
1072 GMMD, IIBEM I. S LOfflSE H. 1059 0D07 0014-0000 17,100 R .8 17,100
1072 GiSiHD, ilBEJT L. S LODISE M. 381 0P08 0032-0000 31,800 R 6 31,800
330 GMCIi-J!., JOSEPH 325 OE07 0048-0000 53,000 R 30,900 R 1.2 83,900
63 GUDHES, 0. BiLDVIH 63 OPOl 0045B-OO0O R 305 4 305
63 GUDMES, D. BUDVIH 85 0P02 0018-0000 R 193 2 193
63 GiMHER, D. BilBVIH 88 0R02 0020-0000 66,100 R 25,700 R 1,540 25 93,340
63 GUDHES, D. BiLDVIH 92 0P02 0024-0000 B 225 14 225
63 GiBDNEJi, 0. BUSHIN 643 ORll 0008-0000 33,700 R 7 33,700
325 GISDNES, ELIUBETH L. 320 0P07 0044-0000 53,800 R 27,900 P 770 9 82,470
325 Cmm, ELIUBETH L. 321 0P07 0045-0000 58,600 R 27,900 R 96 2 86,596
325 GUDHE8. ELIZABETH L. 323 0R07 0046A-0000 OR 559 5.8 559
1126 GASBNEB, HEPBERT S. i SOPHIE nil ODIO 0007-0000 88,000 R 28,500 R 2.1 116,500
388 GAPBNER, IHOMS 28 OPOl 0018-0000 1,800 R 1.8 1,800
388 GABBHEI!, THOWS 382 0R08 0033-0000 28,100 R 6.73 28,100
1030 GABLAND, XABT T. 222 0P06 0020-0000 175,300 R 28,700 R 3,620 61 207,620
1030 GULiKD, mi 7. 1016 0D05 0001-0000 61,400 S 60,300 R 15 121,700
1123 GAEAHB, BOGEB i BiPBABA 1220 0R02 0049A-0000 164,600 R 34,800 P 5.01 199,400
491 GAPBE, COLLEEN VEILEP 485 0R09 0026-0000 141,100 P 37,300 R 4.4 178,400
199 GADEFIN, DATID A. ( JOAR C. 493 0R09 0034-0000 147,600 R 37,100 R 4.3 184,700
880 GATLOK, ALICE B. 866 onoi 0013-0000 24,600 R 2.2 24,600
880 CATLOB, EICE fl. 867 0001 0014-0000 31,800 R 6 31,800
1898 GEEK, EPEII L. S DOHNA E. 62 OPOl 0045A-0000 174,100 P 32,800 R 4 206,900
2124 GEHLING, JANE E. 1036 0006 0006-0000 74,900 R 35,100 P 7 110,000
978 GEISEB, DOBOTBY A. 964 0D04 0027-0000 110,200 P 29,100 P .3 139,300
1137 GILBEST. BICHAPD X. 1122 OHIO 0017-0000 80,300 P 37,100 P 8.3 117,400
1137 GILBEPT, PICHABD K. 918 0002 0031-0000 95,600 R 28,100 R 1.1 123,700
2239 GIU:S, BOBERT I. S HOE A. 1033 0006 0003-0000 67,000 R 35,100 R 4.61 102,100
2028 GILMZT, DATID B. ( AMY J. 984 0004 0051-0000 91,100 P 26,200 R .7 117,300
639 GLEASOH.EBEDEJIC ». J VIBGIHIA 962 0D04 0025-0000 126,400 R 29,100 fi .3 155,500
2012 GLOODEJIAHS, THOMAS P. i SAPAfl 523 0P09 0060-0000 134,700 R 33,900 R 4 168,600
2043 GOODHUE, CHARLOTTE S. 340 0R07 0056-0003 147,600 E 40,600 R 8.39 188,200
2356 GOODRICH, ROBEPT L. S NANCT N 1208 ORIO 0030B-0000 OR 133 5.63 133
606 GOOLBIS, ESVAPD J. 598 OPIO 0013C-0000 75,500 R 27,100 R 1,072 14.3 103,672
1943 GORDON, HAYNE R. S SHARON 1237 0003 0014A-00A2 95,500 R C .01 95,500
156 GORECn, fPANE P. S EHRA H. 154 0P03 0033-0000 87,600 P 35,900 R 5 123,500
2235 GOOLD-JP., AUBREY ».S MRJOPI! 967 0D04 0030-0000 106,800 P 31,700 P .8 138,500
2329 CO»ATOS, CHARLES T. S JEAH C. 678 ORll 0043-0000 188,500 R 36,500 R 4 225,000
BDIUIRG UHD COBEERT RET
iCTi fioparr ma SEE) RiPt LOT! TIME VllDE OSE ACREAGE TAiniTIOR
527 GSIBAX, RUGOT J. 521 0E09 0059-0000 134,200 B 29,800 E 1,050 12.9 165,050
938 Qiim, XIBT T 994 0D04 0061-0000 66,500 R 31,800 E 3.95 98,300
1953 Mjy, COKSTiHCE D. 61 OROl 0045-0000 88,400 fi 33,600 E 5.53 122,000
241 GUy, JOBS C. 236 0S06 0033-0000 155,000 E 30,800 E 2,103 24.84 187,903
2315 GJIY-JS., JOHHC. 1252 0E06 00331-0000 OR 8,821 100 8,821
954 Glir-JB., JOHHC. S BHBA81 940 0D04 l)\l04-0000 90,900 R 43,800 R 2 134,700
M3 fiRFFU, SHIMy SJiyTHI 832 0E16 0007-0000 341,300 R 37,300 R 1,547 26.2 380,147
843 mm, sHmy SHyTK 833 OBI 6 0008-0000 OE 2,298 61.4 2,298
843 GiEK, SHESSY SHym 83S 0B16 0009B-0000 OE 9,595 90 9,595
843 GKEIH, SSmi SmSl 839 0B16 0010-0000 96,600 E 33,200 E 10,232 24.5 140,032
843 Girai, SHmy stmi 840 0E16 0011-0000 OB 404 4.2 404
2274 GIEHJE-TESTS, JiHE P. S H.B.JE 180 0E04 0009-0000 OE 14,252 185 14,252
2274 GiEEHE-TRSTS, JAHE P. S H.B.JE 182 0E04 0009B-0000 OE 262 3.4 262
2274 CEEENE-IESTS, JiHE P. S H.B.JE 184 0E04 0011-0000 OE 7,689 99.8 7,689
2274 GEEEHE-TESK, JiHE P. S H.B.JE 186 0B04 OOllB-0000 OR 2,496 32.4 2,496
2110 GEEEE i E.KLEIH-TKffSIEES.G. 426 0B08 0075-0000 OE 3,756 39 3,756
2110 GEEEE i E.EEIH-TEIISTEK.G. 445 OBOS 0089-0000 31,100 E 27,900 E .5 59,000
ZllD lam i ZJLEIN-mSTEES.G. 446 DECS 0090-0000 OE 1,088 11.3 1,011
1903 CirHM, IICHMI) E. I JUDY I. 120 0B02 OOSOi-0000 192,000 E 36,500 R 5.61 228,500
1016 GEIN, HILTEE H. ( DOEOTHY 1002 0D04 0069-0000 100,700 R 29,300 E .33 130,000
2303 GSOVES S 1ST HiT'L-IESIS, S.i. 210 0ED6 OOD7-0000 78,200 B 76,200 E 27 154,400
475 GOIHiEO, EOGEE E. ( KFJ.ER H. 469 0E09 0017-0000 70,400 R 26,300 E 1.5 96,700
1060 COIHiEB, SCOTT H. i GEETCflEH i 1045 0B07 0002-0000 43,100 E 33,200 E 3.65 76,300
511 GOSTiVSOH.GEOEGE H. S BEHEICE 505 0B09 0046-0000 121,900 E 35,800 B 3.66 157,700
490 GCZZI. tOSETIi 484 0B09 0025-0000 139,400 B 37,500 E 4.5 176,900
13 HlEEIi, GEOVE R. ( BUNSIHE 13 OROl 0007-0000 50,200 R 25,400 E 6,436 81 47,036
2185 HUE, UTTBEV t.( SiEiH E. 990 0004 0057-0000 163,300 R 28,000 E 1.03 211,300
413 tin, DOHUD S. i JM C. 388 OBOS 003S-A100 8S,200 B OE 1.18 68,200
413 fllU, OORILO S. S JURE C. 407 OBOS 0056-0000 161,000 E 34,700 R 4.4 195,700
413 HiU, DORiLD S. S JM C. 1241 OBOS 0038-1200 88,200 E E 86,200
1916 HiU.D.GSEGOEy S LISJ-RiEIE 551 0R09 00B6-0000 111,700 E 31,700 E 5.76 143,400
773 HiLVORIE, BEIiR J. 762 0R14 0004-0000 OE 567 10 567
1155 HiHBLEI, HOPE G. 1135 0013 0004-0000 30,600 B 81,800 £ .8 112,400
192t BiXBUT, JOED B. 1136 oni3 0005-0000 47,300 R 83,400 B 1.1 130,700
1928 HiRBLEI, JOBH B. 1139 0013 0008-0000 22,400 E 1.1 22,400
2249 HIRBLET-JS., JOHR B.( iKlRDi J 1140 0013 0009-0000 22,600 E 1.2 22,600
1889 HULIH-JE.,JiRES H. i EUIHE 595 ORIO 00131-0000 106,600 B 34,000 E 4.03 140,600
1959 BM-Sm IRC. 397 OBOS 0046-0000 OE 386 5.01 386
1959 HiR-SOl IRC. 1224 0R08 00461-0000 OE 1,307 16.97 1,307
1959 EiR-SE IRC. 1225 ORGS 0046B-0000 OE 1,283 16.66 1,283
1959 HiR-SDl IHC. 1226 0E08 0046C-0000 E 440 5.71 440
1019 HiRCOCf CiSH MEIET 1005 OD04 0072-0000 82,200 C 54.000 C .2 136,200
2173 HiRCOCE DEPOT iSSOCIiTIOR 1080 onoB 0015-0000 43,400 R 59,600 H 15 103,200
943 HIRCOCE HONES IHC 929 0D03 0009-0000 OR 1,653 15 1,653
1017 BiRSOH, HIUIiK E.& aTISi I. 1003 0D04 0070-0000 87,000 R 38.300 E .1 125,300
BUILDING LAND CUllENT m
ICTI PSOPHIT OWM SERI MPI LOT! TAL0E VALUE USE ACREAGE TALUATIOI
1106 HMDIHG-TMSTK, £IIiHI P. 1091 0009 0008-0000 119,600 R 26,800 R .3 146,400
1106 MEBIHG-TStlSIEE. «L£EH P. 1092 0D09 OOOBA-0000 100 R .05 100
2161 EisLov, mmm i. 738 0R13 0007-0000 R 4,184 56.3 4,184
2125 BUlOV, ims G. 739 0R13 0008-0000 OR 1,009 24.6 1,009
255 HUPffi-LBITlICCflIi,DMT£ S PIT 250 0R06 0045-0000 95,500 R 34,300 R A. 19 129,800
83 HMRIRCTOH, MY D. S MiSIM «. 81 0R02 0014-0000 89,200 R 38,800 R 27 128,000
380 HilUilHCTOS.IilCHiBD V.SlOmilffi 374 0R08 0027C-0000 92,900 R 29,000 R 309 11.2 122,209
927 smmioi,mm s umiEniE 913 0D02 0026-0000 61,400 R 19,600 R .1 46,000
171 HIMIS CEHTM FOR 630 ORll 0001-0000 OR 260 9 260
171 HiMIS CMTER FOR 169 0R03 0045-0000 OR 624 11 624
171 HJRRIS CKHTER FOR 171 0R04 OOOlB-0000 OR 1,723 59 1.723
171 HIRRIS CMTER FOR 189 0R04 0017-0000 50,300 R 34,000 R 4.07 84.300
171 HJRRIS CMIIR FOR 196 0R05 0007-0000 R 314 12 314
171 HRRIS CMTER FOR 241 0R06 0038-0000 580,200 N 40,100 N 6 620,300
171 HRRIS CEHTFR FOR 249 0R06 0044B-0000 R 5,103 131.73 5,103
439 amis, HORUN D. S BiRBlRl L. 433 0R08 0079A-0000 108,900 R 33,200 R 3.64 142,100
214 HIRRISOH, GERARD ( JEAN 239 DR06 0036-0000 153,500 R 29,700 R 886 21.12 184,086
2349 BiSKINS, RICHARD X. i LOIS G. 1076 0D08 0011-0000 164,700 R 34,900 R 5.8 199,600
2232 HASTINGS, RALPH S. 1022 0005 0007-0000 64,700 R 28,300 R 1.2 93,000
1942 HATES, JOHH E.S DEBORAH PORTER 254 0R06 0049-0000 129,200 R 29,600 R 4,917 18.42 163,717
1942 HATES, JOHN E.S DEBORAH PORTER 337 0R07 0055E-0000 BOO R 19,700 R 1,092 15.78 21,592
1942 BATES, JOHN E.S DEBORAB PORTER 213 0R06 0011-0000 R 1,518 11 1,518
1194 HATIIARD-TR0STEE, ARTHUR L. 1179 0016 0012-0000 68,400 R 80,300 R .5 148,700
671 HCP INC. 662 ORll 0027-0000 30,100 R 4 30,100
671 HCP INC. 685 ORll 0050-0000 41,500 R 10.07 41,500
671 HCP INC. 686 ORll 0050A-0000 38,300 R 8.33 38,300
671 BCP INC. 704 ORll 0068-0000 R 6,104 193.4 6,104
2272 HEALT, RICHARD T. ( ELAINE F. 290 0R07 0018-0000 11,500 R 24,500 R 7.26 36,000
295 HEALT-TRSTS., RICHARD ( ELAINE 291 0E07 0019-0000 132,800 R 30,800 R 1,154 13.3 164,754
295 HEALT-TRSTS., RICHARD S EUIHE 1213 0S07 0019A-0000 26,400 R 2,321 48.84 28,721
B73 HECHI, BERNARD S JANET 0. 859 0001 0007-0000 76,900 R 30,900 R 1.2 107,800
1920 BEFFERHAN.DANIEL A.S FAYNE C. 1029 0005 0014-0000 30,800 R 6.4 30,800
1920 BEFFERNAN.DANIE A.( FAYNE C. 813 ORIS mi-nm 169,700 R 37,100 R 9.34 206,800
1090 EENNESST, GALE 1073 0008 0008-0000 73,900 R 25,300 R .5 99,200
1090 HENNESSY, GALE 1075 0D08 0010-0000 30,900 R 4.94 30,900
2216 BEHRY/HEHRY G. SANDERS, EIT 225 0R06 0022-0000 146,300 R 34,500 R 447 23.8 181,247
2187 BEHSEL, NORMAN C. S BA2EL E. 1069 0D08 0005A-0000 130,600 R 28,400 R 1.24 159,000
2226 HERIHEKY, PADL B. S ROBBIE P. 713 0R12 0009-0000 79,900 R 39,600 R 3.4 119,500
696 BMT2LER, GARY ». S JHDY B. 172 0R04 0002-0000 5,500 R 6,300 R 773 2.2 12,573
696 HERTZLER, 6ART 8. S JUDY B. 176 0R04 0005A-0000 186,200 R 27,400 R 1,233 11.1 214,833
940 BIGGINS, BRIAN R. S JANn L. 504 0R09 0045-0000 102,700 R 35,900 R 3.7 138.600
1079 BIGGINS, PATRICIA A. 1064 0008 0001-0000 44,700 R 20,200 R .12 64,900
300 HIU, JOHN C. 295 0R07 0023-0000 94,200 R 29,900 fi 139 4.02 124,23)
380 BILL. JOni C. 296 0J07 0024-0000 4,400 R 1,961 26.7 6,361
S30 BIU, PAUL E. S JACQUELINE S. 524 0R09 0061-0000 55,500 R 79,000 R 25.6 134.500
BBILDIHC LIXD C08REIiT m
icii PioPBiTT ma SEEl MPI LOTI TILDE riLOI 0SE ACREAGE viiomoii
2229 BILMER, SmU G.J FSIHCES i. 954 0D04 0017-0000 134,600 8 42,800 8 1.5 177,400
139 HIM, DMIEL S STIPHMII 137 0803 00098-0000 83,100 8 44,900 8 9.49 128,000
139 HiiD. DMia s smmii 138 0H03 00098-0000 1,000 8 .03 1,000
2035 BISTOEICE SOCim 963 ono4 0026-0000 200,500 N 30,800 N .57 231,300
156 HITCHCOCK, JOHH 1. J MMY MH 845 OKU 0015-0000 97,000 8 28,000 8 1,359 35.83 126,359
856 HITCHCOCK, JOHN L. ( RUT Uffl 500 0809 0041-0000 53,400 8 6,000 8 .25 59,400
381 HIISOH, ISTHUE I. S LOIS i. 375 0808 0027D-0000 148,200 8 29,000 8 289 10.5 177,489
2238 HirSOH, MDHEY i. i CTHTHIi J. 543 0E09 0078-0000 48.300 8 29,500 I 1.8 77,800
498 HODCHU, SICHIED S USTHl S. 492 0809 0033-0000 119,900 8 36,700 8 4.1 156,600
393 HOFFUH, BinCH S. i LliNl T. 387 080B 0037-0000 63,000 8 27,900 8 1 90,900
2291 HOLfELRES/iiMr smm, Win 297 0807 0025-0000 101,700 8 43,600 8 9.28 145,300
2220 Houcx, msn 0. 276 0807 0006-0000 79,100 8 34,100 8 4.1 113,200
2033 HOWiB, FEGOT P. 939 0R04 0003-0000 201,500 8 41,500 8 1.7 243,000
612 ESDLICKi, JUES 603 0810 00161-0000 77,500 8 33,200 8 5.7 110,700
953 HUBER, HEHir J.i JOAR £. 64 0801 0046-0000 111,000 8 38,000 8 11 149,000
1051 fflHISOH, HZLSOH S JUHE 1037 0D06 0007-0000 36,500 8 29,700 8 1.9 66,200
1012 HUGHK, PiTO H. 998 0004 0065-0000 121,000 8 33,500 8 1 154,500
1028 mmsmcms/snsm, tin 1014 ono4 0082-0000 69,600 8 26,200 8 .7 80,800
m wsmtt, JOSEPH g. t dohrj i. 793 0815 0014-0000 1,500 8 .04 1,500
m flOGSON, JOSEPH G. S DOffli I. 816 0815 0029-0000 65,100 8 36,800 8 7 101,900
1175 HUIICK, SKIM B. 1160 0D14 0012-0000 177,100 8 54,600 8 1.5 231,700
395 flimiELL, tm I. ( TEElil 389 0808 0039-0000 58,200 8 28,700 8 1.4 86,900
1985 BintlES. UOM L. 1153 0014 0005-0000 54,400 8 87,600 8 1.9 142,000
1094 HnilTINGTOH,DinD S.SCHRISTIRE 1079 0008 0014-0000 124,800 8 23,000 8 .6 147,800
939 HDHILEY, GilL E. 925 0003 0005-0000 08 1,986 5.46 1,986
1930 HUHIIEY, I0BE8T S. 1114 0010 00098-0000 8 49 3.84 49
1930 HMILET, lOBEKT S. 1115 0010 00098-0000 3,000 8 08 86 6.73 3,086
1121 fflDiTLEY, lOBERT S. S Gill E. 1106 0010 0002-0000 147,700 8 32,500 8 800 4.2 181,000
762 HBTCHIHS, MJHE i SMU i. 753 0813 0020-0000 51,500 8 35,000 8 6 86,500
1958 IHGULS { lOKI SEHECHlL.CHtIS 90 0802 0022-0000 49,900 8 26,300 8 3 76,200
1912 IHGiLLS-JI.CHiRIiS E.J SDSiH C 900 0002 0014-0000 96,600 6 27,900 8 1 124,500
2269 IRT. CHUiCH EOOISQHUIE GOSPEL 1248 0809 00768-0000 429,600 H 35,800 H 5.32 465,400
810 JIREST, TE£iiY C. I GRiCE £. 799 0815 0017-0000 78,400 8 27,300 8 1,310 5.6 107,010
810 JUEST, TEUrC. J GHICE E. 800 0815 00178-0000 08 2,055 5.65 2,055
810 JUEST, TEMT C. J GSiCE E. 801 0815 00178-0000 08 1,710 4.7 1,710
iOS JESSOP, UVILOA 399 0808 0048-0000 08 867 9 867
405 JESSOP, ILHILOi 400 0808 0049-0000 08 112 7 112
405 JESSOP, U.VIL01 401 0808 0050-0000 OR 2,696 28 2,696
405 JESSOP, 1L8ILD1 402 0808 0051-0000 8 225 14 225
405 JESSOP, USILDl 403 0608 0052-0000 OR 96 1 96
405 JESSOP, UVILOi 404 0808 0053-0000 130,200 6 28,900 8 1.5 159,100
405 JESSOP, UVIUl 417 0808 0068-0000 08 399 4.14 399
405 JESSOP, UVILDA 419 0808 0069-0000 08 39 .4 39
136 JOa-JI!,HELIinTH B. J PEKHT 134 0803 0007-0000 96,000 8 33,300 R 5 129,300
88 JOBXS, lEBECU I. 86 0802 00181-0000 23,400 8 1.62 23,400
B0ILDIK LUD CDUir HET
ICTI FIOFESTT OVm SERI MAPI ion VALUE VALUE BSE ACREAGE VEDAtlOH
a JOBHS, BIBKCi L 98 0R02 0030-0000 150,400 R 40,900 R 7.85 191,300
1120 JOHHSOH HEI8S. liSTffi 1105 0B09 0020-0000 106,000 8 53,500 8 15 159,500
1120 JOHSSOH MIliS, LESTM 1119 ODIO 0013-0000 14,200 R 27,900 R 1 42.100
709 JOfflSOH, COmiliHD H.S CYHIHIi 232 OR06 0028-0000 179,300 R 30,700 R 578 22.56 210,578
709 JOHHSOH. COTOILiHD H.S CTHTHIi 235 0R06 0032-0000 08 578 20 578
2175 JOHHSOH, ELIHOD H. 1012 0004 0080-0000 76,600 R 28,700 8 1.4 105,300
2244 JOHHSOH. lOlM I. 1239 ono9 0009A-0000 104,300 R 35,300 8 1.26 139,600
1045 JOHHSOH. L08EH S. i DIAfflffi H. 1031 0006 0002-0000 24,300 8 968
22 25.268
1045 JOHHSOH, lOKEH S. ( DIIHHI M. 591 ORIO 0010-0000 237,700 8 57,600 8 713
28 296.013
344 JOHHSOH, SOBKT I. S Umn A 338 0R07 0056-0001 83,500 8 39,200 8 6.9 122,700
2115 JOHHSIOH, JOSEPH E. ( lIHDi B. 937 0D04 0001-0000 361,300 C 79,500 C .8 440,800
2037 JOHES-HMIOH DtUCIH, HOmH E. 920 0002 0033-0000 129,000 8 28,900 8 1.5 157,900
312 JOIDiH S imm HiU, JOHH 1074 onos 0009-0000 68,700 8 28.900 8 1.48 97.600
312 JOJDiH s nnm hili. johh 307 0R07 0032-0000 156,600 8 48.600 R 10.73 205,200
2111 JOSEPH, B800KE P. 160 0R03 0038-0000 64,100 8 29,300 8 3 93,400
617 JOSEPH, LIHDEN P. t EUEH 608 ORIO 0021-0000 192,100 R 26,900 8 1.5 219,000
587 JOSEPH, lOBD ». i JOAH C. 579 0810 0001-0000 77,300 8 29,300 8 3 106,(00
SS KAHHEli, VERHER ( GEITSUDE 55 OROl 0040-0000 152,500 R 30,100 8 2.1 182,600
2032 EiSSMJUH-IROSIEES.J.B.S H.C. 1077 0D08 0012-0000 114,800 R 25,400 8 1,011 36 141,211
2032 MSSli!JIiH-TI!nSIEES,J.B.J H.C. 1078 ono8 0013-0000 OR 231 8 231
2032 MSSMJIiH-mSTEES.J.B.S H.C. 584 ORIO 0003-0000 800 R 5,700 R 1,213 43 7,713
2032 KlSSMJIiH-II!nSTEES,J.B.S H.C. 590 ORIO 0009-0000 R 497 19 497
2116 EiOFHOU). JOHH 1. S JOMHE H. 394 0R08 0043-0000 76,200 R 31.700 R 2.9 107,900
741 XEEHE STITE COILEGE 732 0R13 0001-0000 835.400 R 86 835,400
261 mi, MBEET F. S CTHTHII 256 0R06 0051-0000 112,100 8 29,700 R 1.9 141,800
372 lEUEHES, CHMLES R. S HiSY 366 0R08 0023-0000 131,700 8 35,700 R 8,670 23.51 161,070
372 EEILEHER, CHMIiS R. t HiRY 368 0R08 0023B-0000 08 487 5.06 487
372mLEHER, fflHRFiS R. S HiRT 442 0R08 0085B-0000 8 515 6.19 515
1924 XELLEHER, CHARLES R.( REGIHA H. 440 0RO8 0085-0000 9,100 8 20,400 R 2,170 14.91 31,670
172 EEUEy /H. VERBROGGE, KATHY L. 173 0R04 0003-0000 2,300 8 1.7 2,300
172 miEY If. VERBRBGGE, EATHY L. 174 0804 0004-0000 27,800 R 30,100 8 4.6 57,900
736 XEHHEDY, ROBERT T. S HDRIEl 727 0812 0020A-0000 08 289 10 289
7]( lUDKiir. mm 1. 1 xosiel 728 0812 .0021-0000 108,700 8 29,600 8 J97 6.1 138,597
1991 EEHHEY, PETERJ.S AHHE L. 317 0807 0041-0000 110,100 R 28,700 8 1.4 138,800
2132 EERVIH, ALLISOH E. 266 0R06 0062-0000 110,300 R 26,600 R 3,208 44.89 140,108
2131 lERBIH, CBARirS H. 259 0RQ6 0055-0000 101,600 R 26,600 R 3,420 36.51 131.620
2131 lERHH, CHARLES H. 1251 0R06 0064-0000 R 2,355 24.46 2.355
264 EERHIH, ELHABETH 262 0R06 0058-0000 73,600 8 30,500 R 5,339 41.92 109,439
264 XERKIH, ELIZABETH 947 0D04 0010-0000 110.900 8 29,600 8 .4 140,500
2301 EERBIH, ELIZABETH S SEAH 265 0R06 0061-0000 8 436 15.09 436
662 EETGHOH, PETER C. S SDZAHNE P., 653 0811 0018-0000 107.200 8 34,600 8 5.2 141,800
2114 EEVAH. THOHAS D. S EAREH S. 874 ODOl 0021-0000 99,700 R 33,000 8 2.25 132,700
1981 EIEFER, COHHIE BORR 1181 oni6 0014-0000 65,500 8 97,700 8 .7 163,200
999 EIERSTEAD, ROBERT B.S HARILYH 985 0004 0052-0000 97,000 8 26.200 8 .7 123,200
698 EILPATRICK,ROBERT B.SALEIAHDRJi 689 ORH 0053-0000 " 8 308 4 308
BUILOIIG LAUD CURREHT lET
iCIl PEOPHIT QVm SERI HAPI LOU VALUE VEUE USE ACREAGE ?ALWIIOJ
698 iimmci,iom'! i.mumu ORll 0054-0000 112,000 R 29,900 R 64 4.2 141,964
6)8 IILPiTSia.ROBm B.aiiliHIEA ORll 0055-0000 OR 116 4 116
931 IIIDffiy, CTHTHIi B. 0U02 0030-0000 63,600 E 27,900 R 1 91,500
2224 EOT S E.M.TBOMS-TESTS.I. 0R07 0039-0000 R 7,731 17 7,731
2224 KIEIH S H.I.THOHS-TRSTS.Z. OROB 0003-0000 191,700 R 30,100 R 2,408 26.5 224,208
2224 miH ( S.II.THOMS-IRSIS.I. 0R08 0004-0000 OR 20,904 217.07 20,904
2224 mis i I.H.IHOMS-MSTS.E. 0R08 0020-0000 OR 299 3.1 299
2247 HilN, JOSHM B. 0R08 0087-0000 OR 289 10 289
2247 KlIIH, JOSHUA B. 0R08 0088-0000 88,700 R 32,900 R 2.2 121,600
119 mosTi, mm h. s um h. 0R02 0048-0000 91,500 R 31,900 R 3 123,400
949 miai, JOBS ( SUZUQffi s. 0U03 0015-0000 144,900 R 31,900 R 3 176,800
2295 nilCHHlM/l.J.STIHSOH, UUA C OROB 0068A-0000 113,000 R 34,700 R 4.4 147,700
104 JSAUTHOfr, PAE I. 102 0R02 0034-0000 98,100 R 34,600 R 5 132,700
735 LiBim, mm i. s judiih j. 726 OR] 2 0020-0000 23,800 R 1,551 67.9 25,351
loto iicmci, uyMoro h. s habe p loes 0D08 0002-0000 71,100 R 24,700 R .4 95,800
1104 UIRG, GOmi) B. 1069 0D09 0006-0000 117,000 R 26,800 I .3 143,100
1042 imtM, ALU) i DEICE 102S 0D05 0013-0000 105,100 R 27,100 R 2 132,200
1147 LAiffi, CAsn, ( cm H. 1132 0D13 OOOlA-0000 123,600 R 91,000 R 2.3 214,600
20(0 URGEVIH, ERIC ( MASGERT 274 0R07 0004-0000 32,500 R 7.7 32,500
505 UPIHE, EDXOND V. S LILLIAK X. 499 0R09 0040-0000 197,200 R 35,700 R 3.6 232,900
2270 UPLARTE, ROBERTA ( OAMIEL J. 10B2 DU09 0001-0000 236,200 R 37,200 R 5,151 34.29 278,551
480 USAIA, STEPHEH P. S DEMISE M. 474 0R09 0020B-0000 96,700 R 37,900 R 6.86 134,600
609 lini, mRRAT A. i BARBARA J. 600 ORIO 0014-0000 130.900 R 29,700 R 3.2 160,600
487 UVIOLOTE.KBSIER R S GAIL C. 503 0R09 0044-0000 138,700 R 33,300 R 3.7 172,000
379 LEACH, EDJARD R. 373 OROe 0027B-0000 145,200 R 38,500 R 5.3 183,700
1892 LEART, PATRICK J. ( JAH ». 768 0R14 0009-0000 195,900 E 25,300 R 1,235 23.2 222,435
574 LEBEITTOH, BARBARA 568 0R09 0097-0000 39,500 R 30,300 R 2.2 69,800
574 LEBRIITOH, BARBARA 569 0RQ9 0098-0000 3,300 R 3.5 3,300
2250 LEHMH/PAffiU SIETEHS, CARROU 858 OUOl 0006-0000 1,100 R 1.05 1,100
2250 LEBHH/PAHILA SIEVEHS, CARROU 872 OUOl 0019-0000 170,200 R 31,000 R 1.27 201,200
563 LEITH, ALBERT G. i DEBORAH A. 557 0R09 0089-0000 69,200 R 31,200 R 4.2 100,400
iiii inm, i, mss m 0807 OOSSC-0000 OK 3,08( 65.56 3,086
628 LESSEY-JR., S. EEHRIC 619 ORIO 0026-0000 199,700 R 28,600 R 15,407 84.07 243,707
628LESSEy-JR., S.' EEHRIC 620 ORIO 0026A-0000 OR 478 4.96 478
628LZSSIT-JR., S. XEHRIC 621 ORIO 0027-0000 12,700 R 20,300 R 722 8 33,722
382 LESSIEDR-JR.,I'IUIAM ( THERESA 376 0RO8 0028-0000 38,600 R 41,400 R 4.3 80,000
492 LETESOHE, JEAH A. ( SANDRA L. 486 DR09 0027-0000 123,300 R 36,500 R 4 159,800
384 LEVESQOE, PAOL R. ( CLADDETIE 378 OROB 0030-0000 53,500 R 30,200 R .7 83,700
1918 LEVIS, RICHARD V. ii GLEHDA E. 6 ORDl 0002-0000 282,900 R 29,600 R 2,676 54 315,176
1918 LEVIS, RICHARD V. t GLEHDA E. 78 0R02 0011-0000 R 910 2 910
495 LIBB7. JAIES P. 489 0R09 0030-0000 27,300 R 4 27,300
8 LIHDSLIT, LARRT L. 8 OROl 0002B-0000 139,500 R 32,400 R 718 12.1 172,618
682 LIRE, KARGAREI S. 673 ORll 0037-0000 136,300 R 37,700 R 4.6 174,000
159 LOBACKI, JANES E. ( HAHCT H. 157 0R03 0036-0000 95,200 R 34,100 R 4.1 129,300
668 LOCKHART, ARTHUR J. i BARBARA 659 ORll 0024-0000 30,400 R 4 30,400
BUILDIKG LIMD CURIERT SET
ICTI PIOPHTT OffllEB SERi MPI LOTI ViLUE muE USE ACREAGE ViLUillOH
(61 locxRUT, mm j. s imm 961 0U04 0024-0000 94,200 R 29,100 I .3 123,300
2(9 LocnooD i mms i.,ahthony 264 0R06 0060-0000 84,500 R 25,600 R ,6 110,100
3S3 lOHMIUlIi, GEOSGE R. S SEBECCi 346 0R08 0005-0000 OR 366 14 866
353 LOHMIUEI, GEORCE R. S REBECCJ 347 0R08 0006-0000 43,800 R 25,300 R 963 11 70,063
353 lOHKIUER, GEORGE R. S REBECCi 346 0R08 0007-0000 104,500 R 28,000 R 1,927 25 134,427
353 lOBXILLER, GEORGE R. S REBECCi 349 0R08 0008-0000 OR 7 .43 7
353 LOHXIUER, GEORCE R. i REBECCi 350 0R08 0009-0000 OR 341 8 341
821 lORDEH, FRiHCIS J. 810 ORIS 0025-0000 R 1,079 14 1,079
84 IBBY, ROGER I. 75 0R02 0008-0000 3,000 R 6 3,000
2182 LffBT-IROSIEE, HiHCY J. 82 0R02 0015-0000 136,400 R 27,900 R 2,354 11 166,654
(3( LUSTED, GREGORY D. i URCIi 627 ORIO 00328-0000 28,100 R 6.,3 28,100
2U im, EiniBEifl 245 0R06 0042-0000 59,400 8 28,700 R 1.,4 88,100
251 ITOK, ttlZiBETH 246 0R06 0043-0000 184,900 R 27,900 R 1 212,800
675 170R-TSIJSTEE, MRTHi B. 666 ORll 0031-0000 128,500 R 36,500 R 4 165,000
1961 MiCJliSIER. DOROm H.SiNDREWS 1165 0U15 0001-0000 41,300 R 28,400 R 4,173 46.,3 73,873
19(7 UCiUSTER, MRCT E. 960 0U04 0023-0000 121,600 R 26,700 1 ,18 148,300
7(0 MCCiROHE, iLEREO C. S COLEEN 751 0R13 0018-0000 73,500 R 27,300 R 2 100,800
93( MCfiRUHE, iLEIiNDER N.S JEiN 922 OU03 0002-0000 111,600 R 43,900 R 9.,5 155,500
514 MCLEUiN, BRUCE S NiRGiRET 508 0R09 0049-0000 33,000 R 5.,3 33,000
334 HiCLEOD, GiRY L. 329 0R07 0052-0000 20,000 R 1 20,000
689 UCVIIXIiM, HlUIiX i XIRIOH 680 ORll 0045-0000 118,300 R 37,100 R 4,,3 155,400
402 UGOON, JEilfflE 396 0R08 0045-0000 108,500 R 24,000 R .9 132,500
1021 XiiniHG ESTATE, TEOMS B. 1007 0U04 0075-0000 133,600 R 51,100 R .3 164,700
2150 lifflllKG, SCOTT I. 1001 OU04 0068-0000 66,500 R 31,500 R .75 98,000
1990 IUHSfIEU)/S.I(OHTGONERT,H0ViRD 459 0R09 0007-0000 89,400 R 41,200 R 8 130,600
2332 MiHZ-TRUSTEE, ROBERT D. 695 ORll 0059-0000 26,000 R 4 26,000
6M mCHin), UTHLEEN H. 675 ORll 0039-0000 30,400 R 4 30,400
293 UICM. STEFB!X V. S DEBM I). 288 0R07 0016-0000 105,100 i 26,700 R 3,,7 131,800
570 MJCOUUIER.ROGER E. S RUIB E. 564 0R09 00958-0000 67,000 R 30,000 R 2..05 97,000
265 timS, GEHETi 260 0R06 0056-0000 83,500 R 26,800 R .88 110,300
567 UiRSHiU, GILBERT S DOROTHT 561 0R09 0093-0000 24,100 R 1,.97 24,100
962 USON, ROBERT C. ( URTHi G. 948 0U04 0011-0000 172,100 R 29,600 R .4 201,700
453 MTHEVSOH.OVEN 0. ( LIHDi S. 343 0R08 0002-0000 76,500 R 30,500 R 4,616 29 111,616
453 UTHEHSOH.OVEH D. i LIKOi S. 447 0R08 0091-0000 141,500 R 32,300 R 6,072 19 179,872
459HCBRIiH-JR., JiHS S LTBH D. 453 0R09 00041-0000 119,500 R 31,600 R 1,708 22..1 152,808
285 ICCiBE-TRUSTEE, DOHHi LEE 280 0R07 0009i-0000 R 388 5..5 388
285 RCCiBE-TRUSTEE, DOHHi LEE 281 0R07 0010-0000 184,000 R 20,900 R 6,199 66..37 211,099
533 KCiRTHY, DOUGliS G. 527 0R09 0063-0000 44,500 R 29,500 8 3,104 56..73 77,104
2209 HCCLOSm, HELEH S. 896 0002 0012-0000 86,900 R 29,700 R 1..9 116,600
2183 ICCORHICX-TRSTS, V.F.JR.S B.R. 300 0R07 0027i-0000 81,500 R 31,000 R 4..17 112,500
179 ICDOHiLD, DOROTHT 185 0RD4 OOlli-0000 82,700 R 24,000 R 1,410 20.,3 108,110
518 ICGLIHCHET, BlUIiJI 512 0R09 0053-0000 115,500 R 35,700 R 3..6 151,200
860 irCGSEGOR, f. JEAHHETTE 849 0E16 0018-0000 283,700 R 61,000 I 23,,58 344,700
824 MCCniM, JOHH I. t JOY C. 814 ORIS 0028i-0000 26,600 E 228 9.,88 26,828
824 mCUm, JOBS K. t JOY C. 815 ORIS 0028B-0000 OR 146 5.,04 146
BOILDIHG LIHD COBREHT HET
ICII PKOPERTT OBffll SERI HlPt LOT! HLOE VALUE BSE ACREAGE VILOHIOH
1193 NCICQOU, JOEH J. 1178 0016 0011-0000 77,200 B 1 77,200
mmin-si., hliiuj. 692 ORll 0056-0000 94,800 R 36,500 R 4 131,300
9B4 HCIIHLET, MBZRI 1 5 CTETH B. 970 0Q04 0033-0000 100,800 B 29,600 R .4 130,400
94S RCIiOD, USSm i XUGOIBITE 931 ono3 0011-0000 900 R .89 900
945 HCIiOD. lUUinH s mmkiji 936 0003 0016-0000 128,600 R 74,900 B 19 203,500
83S mSIRGQ, HUES F. i USIOR V B24 ORIS 0034-0000 OB 3,814 80 3,814
135 KisiHGffl, nizs r. S mSIOR H 502 0R09 0043-0000 123,300 R 32,900 R 3.5 156,200
595 nuioH, ?m mm 586 ORIO 0005-0000 3,800 R 18,200 R 3,663 61 25,663
595 KUIOH, PIDL LBTIK 587 ORIO 0006-0000 5,100 B 18,300 R 3.4 23,400
2251 KJiCBJ, RiHCT H. 68 0R02 0001-0000 156,300 E 36,400 R 5.24 192,700
2003 XMIIX, lUT I. 128 0R03 0002-0000 OR 2,756 78 2,756
2003 msju, ujir k. 129 0R03 0003-0000 R 5,705 192 5,705
132 MEBWU-JI.CHllfir.K.'; I. SMIRT 130 0R03 0004i-0000 115,000 B 59 115,000
132 KMIIX-Jli.CHiEIS I. SHiBT 131 0R03 0004B-0000 173,600 B 85 173,600
132 HMIU-Jii.CHMlK I. SHiRY 133 0R03 0006-0000 21,400 B 1.7 21,400
132 J!miU,-JB,nillR[,KS I. sntRY 165 0R03 0041-0000 20,000 B 1 20,000
132 KMIU-JB.CHABIBS E. SHiRT 166 0RO3 0042-0000 18,900 B 1.5 18,900
132 imiU-JJ.CHMLES E. SMUT 167 0R03 0043-0000 63,300 R 22 63,300
132 HEMILL-Ji.CHMlES E. SHIRT 168 0R03 0044-0000 24,600 B 28 24,600
132 MEMIU-JI.CHMIiS E. (HIRT no 0R04 OOOli-0000 20,300 R 44,000 B 49 64,300
132 mSIU-JB.CHiJlES E. SHiRT 177 0R04 0006-0000 28,200 R 52,100 B 13 80,300
132 lEMIU-JtCHAJLES E. SHIRT 188 0R04 0014-0000 172,700 B 75,400 B 19 246,100
691 mSIOK, TIKGINIl Q. 880 onoi 0027-0000 1,100 R .7 1,100
891 MERJIOH.H.JOSEPH S VISGIHIi 877 onoi 0024-0000 150,700 R 41,000 R 1,855 22.5 193,555
1941 gESMBIM-TRSTS.JOEEBI SJMICE 1100 0009 0015-0000 178,200 R 33,700 R 1.06 211,900
1941 MESBOBIM-TSSTS.SOBEIT HMICE 951 0004 0014-0000 105,500 B 31,400 R .7 136,900
2261 METEBS, MMY C. 1246 0R07 0027B-0004 R 1,060 11.79 1,060
2184 METERS. PHTILIS S. 301 0R07 0027B-0000 OR 5,053 13.89 5,053
2184 HETESS. PHTUIS S. 1243 0R07 0027B-000] OR 760 2.09 760
2184 BETEBS, PHTUIS S. 1244 0R07 0027B-0002 B 366 4.07 366
2184 mm, PHTLIIS S. 1250 0R07 0027B-0005 2,300 B 1.11 2,300
2221 HIUiB, PilJICIJ i. 601 ORIO 0015-0000 20,000 B 1.08 20,000
1955 RILLEB. lOBEET B.S OIUE V. 687 ORll .0051-0000 97,600 B 36,500 R 4 134,100
2306 Kim, JEiHltt S. 1129 0O12 0002-0000 78,000 R 76,600 S 2.65 154,600
2305 HIHEB, BOBERT C. 406 0R08 0055-0000 159,800 R 29,100 R 4,750 30 193,650
2284 HIHEB-BODCEB HOK. TBOSI-n il 1127 0D12 0001-0000 30,200 R 91,500 R 4.89 121,700
2284 BIllES-fiODGEB HOH.-TBOST-ET il 1128 0012 00011-0000 29,400 R 1.15 29,400
496 IITCEEU, HOVIBD M. i RlBTHl P 490 0R09 0031-0000 111,300 R 37,100 R 4.3 148,400
2294 HOFFM, Jil P. 230 0R06 0026-0000 295,700 8 72,(00 E 20 3(8,300
2294 UOFFAI, JiY P. 234 0R06 0031-0000 25,900 R 30,400 R 5.1 56,300
468 ROLIH/D. HiTFIELD, ESVUD G. 462 0R09 0010-0000 92,600 B 32,300 B 3.3 124,900
16 MOLLEB, KEHRETH I. S MH E. 16 OROl 0010-0000 141,600 R 29,700 R 2,099 28 173,399
16 HOLLER, nSHEIH L. t MH E. 49 OROl 0035-0000 OR 67 .7 (7
11 MOLLEB-IBOSIEE, RUTH E. 11 OROl 0005-0000 OR 722 18 722
957 HOLLERS IKC. 943 0004 0007-0000 89,500 C
-73-
27,900 C .05 117,400
BUILDIRG LAffl) CURRENT nr
icn PIOFEtTT oniEi SUI HAPI LOTI TAIUE VEUI USE ACREAGE VEUATIOH
2013 MOMDMCK DEVaOPHmil SHV. 562 0R09 0094-0000 167,300 H 34,100 N 4. 2 201,400
S23 HOMDNOCX Hm KILLS 517 OR09 0057-0000 OR 3,672 52 3,672
523 HOHiDBOClt PAPES MILLS SIB 0R09 OOS7A-0000 113,000 R 113,000
523 HOHMHOCK PJPH HILLS 836 0R16 0009-0000 86,100 R 34 86,100
523 mmmi pipes hills 842 0R16 0012-0000 338,800 R 97,300 R 30 436,100
523 HOHiDHOCI PIPER HILLS 843 0R16 0013-0000 R 1,977 28 1,977
523 HOHIDHOM PIPER HILLS 844 0R16 0014-0000 R 2,895 41 2,895
536 HOHUNOCK PIPER HILLS RE TRUST 530 0R09 0066-0000 R 87 9 87
536 HOHIDHOCK PiPES HILLS RE TRUST 531 0R09 0067-0000 R 5,374 55. 8 5,374
536 HOWDHOCH PiPER HILLS RE TRUST 808 ORIS 0023-0000 R 9,726 101 9,726
536 HOMONOCI PAPER HILLS RE TRUST 811 ORIS 0026-0000 R 1,348 14 1,348
536 HOHiDHOCf PAPER HILLS RE TRUST 827 0R16 0002-0000 R 6,163 64 6,163
536 HOHADHOCK PAPER HILLS RE TRUST 828 0R16 0003-0000 R 2,889 30 2,889
536 HOHADHOCK PAPER HILLS RE TRUST 829 0R16 0004-0000 OR 2,600 27 2,600
536 HONADNOCK PAPER RILLS RE TRUST 830 0R16 0005-0000 R 10,614 150. 3 10,614
536 HOHADROCK PAPER HILLS RE TRUST 831 0R16 0006-0000 OR 867 9 867
S36 XOHiOHOCI! PAPER HILLS RE TRUST 834 0S16 0008A-000D OS 4,908 69. 5 4,908
536 HOHADHOOX PAPER HILLS RE TRUST 835 0R16 00088-0000 R 3,948 41 3,948
536 HOHADHOCK PAPER HIUS 8E TRUST 837 0R16 0009A-0000 R 2,677 27. 8 2,677
536 HOHADHOCK PAPER HILLS RE TRUST 841 0R16 OOllA-0000 R 1,021 10.,6 1,021
536 HOHADHOCK PAPER HILLS RE TRUST 847 ORie 0016-0000 R 1,733 18 1,733
536 HOHADNOCE PAPER HILLS RE TRUST 848 0R16 0017-0000 OR 1,396 14.,5 1,396
275 HOffiOE, EIZiBETH 272 0R07 0002-0004 28,400 R 5,,4 28,400
770 HOOERS, CALVIN H.S CHARLOTTE 759 0R14 0001-0000 30,500 R 42,100 R 15 72,600
164 HOORE ( HCDOUEU D, PATRICIA H 162 0R03 00388-0000 65,500 R 35,700 R 6..4 101,200
9B7H00RE-III., B. CLYDE 5 KERRY 973 0004 0036-0000 85,300 R 23,000 R ,2 108,300
501 HOORE-JR.,HAROLD C. S IRENE P. 1000 0U04 0067-0000 45,600 R 23,200 R ,09 68,800
501 HOORE-JR.,HAROLD C. i IRENE P. 495 0R09 0036-0000 32,800 R 5.,2 32,800
2243 HOREEH, BILLIAH H. i HARYLOU 1093 0U09 0009-0000 100,900 R 35,300 R 1.,25 136,200
542H0REY-III.. CHARLES L. S JOYCE 535 0R09 0071-0000 125 R ,25 125
542H0REY-III., CHARLES L. i JOYCE 536 0R09 0072-0000 66,000 R 40,400 R 9 106,400
7B4 HOROAN, ROBERT D. S JAHE B. 773 0R14 0013-0000 97,000 R 24,300 R 1,148 18,,5 122,448
484 HORRIU, RICHARD ( SANDRA 478 0R09 .DD20?-0000 110,200 R 38,600 R 7,,23 148,800
2230 HORSE, ARIIHE H. 781 ORIS 0003-0000 R 1,077 20 1,077
2293 HORSE, JOHN fi.S KATHERIHE S. 1011 0U04 0079-0000 110,000 R 29,100 R .3 139,100
1877 HOSER. PAE 135 0R03 0008-0000 101,700 R 35,900 R 5 137,600
1877 HOSER, PAUL 158 0R03 0037-0000 38,800 R D 10 38,800
1877 HOSER, PAUL 159 0R03 0037A-0000 9,300 R 27,700 R 4 37,000
947 HUHLEHAN, HARRY H. 933 0U03 0013-0000 79,600 R 25,600 R .6 70,200
BIS HULHALL, EDHARD T. 804 ORIS 0020-0000 87,300 R 21,800 R 517 19..9 109,617
15 HUI,H»rj„ NEUIE H. 15 DROl 0009-0000 1,800 R 3,.6 1,800
982 HURPHY, THOHAS C.( VIUIAH J. 968 0UO4 0031-0000 34,200 R 8 34,200
982 HURPHY, THOHAS C.S HUIAH J. 969 0U04 0032-0000 80,900 R 32,100 R .9 113,000
1085 HURPHY, THOHAS J. 6 HARY C. 1070 0U08 00058-0000 123,200 R 27,900 R 1.,01 151,100
6BB HUmr,. ilLLIAH H. ( UURA L. 679 ORll 0044-0000
?4-
30,400 R 4 30,400
BDILOIRG LUD COSRERT RET
ICn PIOFUTT OHEl sai UPI lOTI VALUE TALOE USE ACREAGE VALUUIOI
1023 RUCE, VlUIiX X. t SVSU !. 1009 0O04 0077-0000 133,200 R 30,300 R 5 163,500
1988 MTLOS S TUiEIE BUm.JOBN J 1030 0006 0001-0000 75,400 R 31,800 R A 107,200
7 mil, GlOSIi J. 7 OROl 0002A-0000 183,500 R 30,500 R 1,156 41. 9 215,156
2337 HEPPL, JOHH J. i TIM H. 4S1 0R09 0022-0000 194,200 R 33,900 R 4 228,100
2214 HE8Z-S JMEI I. mi, GREGOEY 542 0R09 0077A-0000 146,200 R 38,700 R 6. 6 184,900
225 m EHGUm EORESm 220 0R06 0018-0000 2,017 R 65 2,017
225 HE» EHGUm E0SESI8T 221 0R06 0019-0000 139 R 4. 8 139
963 IIEV ENCliKD TELEPBOHE CO 949 ono4 0012-0000 33,900 C 43,800 C 3 77,700
19(2 RmURT, TBOUS E. i MM I. 1067 0D08 0004-0000 53,500 R 28,300 R 1. 2 81,800
1052 mem, ims i.i pitsicia e. 1038 OD06 0008-0000 1,000 R 2.,4 1,000
1052 KHCORB, JMES l.( PiTIICU E. 1042 0D06 0011-0000 58,200 R 39,400 R 7 97,600
2189 KCHOIS-TIBSIEE, UW.m P. 141 OROl 0012-0000 OR 3,380 65 3,380
2189 BICH0I5-TBIISIEE, MTHLEEH P. 142 0R03 0013-0000 OR 4,211 131. 33 4,211
125 «IEOEEEELUH,BTSOR ( CmHIi 123 0R02 0051E-0000 146,900 R 38,800 R 5. 16 185,700
1197 HOn-Jll, CHiHIiS L. 1182 0D16 0015-0000 68,100 R 98,000 R 8 166,100
2361 miHDES S P. DET-TRSTS, 2. 1204 onio 0012A-0000 R 5,431 56. 4 5,431
SU RTUIIDU, DOHALD 0. ( BiSBm 548 0R09 0083-0000 48,800 R 19,500 R 424 20 68,724
554 RTUHDEl, DONILD 0. ( BlSBUl 555 0R09 0087-0000 OR 471 20 471
1909 miTOEli, BOBEETi D. 4 BOSSEIL 1118 ODIO 0012-0000 112,400 R 29,500 R 206 4.,14 142,106
479 O'HEIL J J. BiKEJ, MPY LCD 473 0R09 0020A-0000 96,800 R 39,700 R 7.,14 136,500
2367 OfiUR, eiCBiSIl V. ( XUT E. 589 ORIO 0008-0000 166,300 R 17,400 E 1,401 21 185,101
115 OKSHER. BOBERI H. t JUDITH D. 113 0R02 0045-0000 130,800 R 51,800 R 10 182,600
1027 OLDEJ/STETE SHERMAH, JUII! D. 1013 0U04 ooai-0000 64,100 R 24,300 R .3 88,400
1927 OlIVO, TIHOTHT M.S ffitODT E. 1218 0RD8 0042A-0000 25,400 R 34,800 R 5 60,200
648 om, umsct i. i suzeh b. 639 OEll 0006-OOOQ 17,500 E 807 36,.3 18,307
569 PAQDEITE, EUHCIS J SHIBLEY E. 563 0RO9 0095-0000 93,600 R 27,900 R 4,875 14..41 126,375
1066 PAQUETTE, POHALD E. ( ELAIRE H 1051 0D07 0007-0000 66,000 R 31,300 R 2,.7 97,300
471 PAQUEnE, THOMS 465 0R09 0013-0000 156,000 R 30,200 R 2,.1 186,200
472 PAQIIETTE-JI.,80HilII E S UHDA 466 0R09 0014-0000 39,100 R 23,000 R .2 62,100
2289 PAREEE/D.l.BOODEEAB-PiMES, M. 660 ORIl 0025-0000 233,900 R 35,900 R 3,.7 269,800
753 PA8S0HS, JEEERET C. 744 0R13 0013-0000 65,500 R 24,700 R 392 12,.17 90,592
753 PARSOHS, JEFERET C. 745 0R13 O013A-DO0O 26,000 R 4 26,000
2002 piTCE, imm. u m iiui 3(D OKOB OOlli-OOOO 132,700 I 48,800 1 8,.36 181,500
2313 PAHAVIHA ( M.ASTOSDCCI, J. 624 ORIO 0030-0000 R 895 13,.04 895
1119 PAnOH, ETELre/RICHARD/LIHDA 1104 0009 0019-0000 69,100 R 23,700 E .8 92,800
2005 PAYKE, DOITGIiS G.S PATRICIA 645 ORll 0010-0000 R 32 .57 32
2005 PATHE, DOUGLAS G.S PATRICIA 646 ORll 0011-0000 94,200 R 29,600 R 603 12 .64 124,403
124 PEABODT-JR, JOBS D. 122 0R02 0051A-0000 229,100 R 38,700 R 5 .04 267,800
2359 PEIRCE, MTHAHIEl ». S ASHE 0. 997 0004 0064-0000 159,900 R 29,600 E .4 169,500
621 PELS, JAMES D. 612 ORIO 0022D-0000 OE 1,220 15 .84 1,220
622PELS-III., ALBERT E. 613 ORIO 0022E-0000 R 1,140 14 .8 1,140
620 PELS-JR., ALBERT E.J ELIZABETH 610 ORIO 0022B-0000 175,800 R 22,700 R 398 12 .27 198,898
620 PELS-JR., ALBERT E.6 ELIZABETH 611 ORIO 0022C-0000 R 615 7 .98 615
333 PESDLETOR-TRVSTEE, MADOLm R. 328 0R07 0051-0000 89,800 R 34,900 R 4 .5 124,700
2126 PERCIVAL, JOER H. ( MARGARET E 1083 ono9 0002-0000 150,700 E 31,900 R 1 .7 182,600
BUILDING LAND COSRENT NET
ICII MOPESTY OKHER SEEI MAPI LOTI VALDE VEOE OSE ACREAGE VEOAIION
725 PMIHS, MTfil!?ll i. i MIINET 716 0R12 0011-0000 15,200 R 32,100 R .6 47,300
22B0 ?wm, mmmn k.s guenthze 885 ODOl 0032-0000 73,500 R 31,100 R 1.3 104,600
69 POTECm, ROBEIT P. i HOPE 69 0R02 OOOlA-0000 OR 65 3.4 65
69 pimcBH. mm p. s hope 124 0R02 0051C-0000 223,500 E 29,900 R 221 12.43 253,621
335 PHELPS, HOEMN P. 330 0R07 0053-0000 76,200 R 26,400 R 1,887 22.58 104,487
1883 PICKEEIHG, JUIIOS 333 0R07 OOSSA-0000 105,900 R 36.300 R 6.73 142.200
268 PIERCE, BELVIH E. S GERTRUDE 204 0R06 0001-0000 67,000 R 29,900 R 2 96,900
1009 PIERCE, m E. S HELEH K. 995 ono4 0062-0000 105,400 R 30,300 B .5 135,700
1009 PIERCE. Rir E. S HELEH M. 996 0D04 0063-0000 132,400 R 29,100 R .3 161,500
2338 PIR / HMOLD PHIUIPS, KMHT 423 0R03 0073-0000 99,100 R 40,500 R 6 139.600
702 PIHKHM, CHRISTOPHER C 693 ORll 0057-0000 26,000 R 4 26,000
789 PIRKET, JOHH J. ( CYHIHIA L. 778 ORIS 0002-0000 94,100 R 27,200 R 240 12.24 121,540
2015 PISCIOm, PMRICIi 43 OROl 0029-0000 100,600 R 31,100 R 2.6 131,700
2213 PISCIOm, RICHJRD 314 0R07 0038-0000 51,700 R 46,600 R 10 98,300
2362 POLAHO/HHGROH-JR./HUGJOH 464 0R09 0012-0000 OR 25,600 R .6 25,600
923 POLLiRO, PAOl S LiORl 909 0D02 0023-0000 101,700 R 27,900 R 1 129,600
2287 POLOVCHir, JEAM 637 ORll OOOSC-0000 59,100 R 36,300 R 5.2 95,400
960 POHD, THOMAS T. S CYHTHIA 946 0004 0009-0000 325,600 R 34,100 R 1.3 359,700
565 POTHIER, CLARENCE i ROBERTA 559 0R09 0091-0000 107,900 R 25,300 R .5 133.200
2< POTTER, ROBERT ». i JAHE H. 24 OROl 0015B-0000 OR 609 6.32 609
24 POTTER, ROBERT V. S JAHE I. 25 OROl 0015C-0000 OR 661 6.86 661
19B4 POKERS, STEPHEN J.t ERISTIH B. 926 0003 0006-0000 92,200 R 24,800 R .4 117,000
531 PRAHL, CHRISTOPHER H. S BRENDA 525 0R09 0062-0000 159,600 R 29,800 R 2,073 13.72 191.473
531 PRAHL, CHRISTOPHER X. i BREHDA 526 0R09 0062A-0000 OR 931 5.21 931
1907 PREHTICE, THOMAS C. i MURIEL D 150 0R03 0027-0000 21,000 E 1,231 63 22,231
1968 PRIEST-TRSTS, IRVING i THELMA 1149 0014 0001-0000 67,000 R 108,100 R 1.2 175,100
19(8 FRIEST-TSSTS, IRTING i TREUU 1150 0D14 0002-0000 3,800 S 56,800 S .7 60,(00
2348 PRIMIANO, DAHA ( lAREN L. 550 0R09 0085-0000 168,600 R 23,900 R 3,264 15.52 195,764
473PR0SS-SR., JACE C. 467 0R09 0015-0000 48,900 R 25,400 R 1.05 74,300
9 PSHH INC. 9 OROl 0003-0000 E .3
9 PSHH INC. 416 OROa 0067-0000 E 7
9 PSNH IHC. 1201 OROl 0003A-0000 766,900 E 766,900
1007 POLIDO, HOMAtt 993 0O04 0060-0000 59,100 R 25,300 R .5 84,400
823 OHERY, HEHRT F. S KATHRYN 812 ORIS 0027-0000 53,600 R 23,300 R .63 76,900
895 OniNH, RICHARD J. ( JAHIT M. 881 onoi 0028-0000 R 364 .8 3(4
895 QDIHN, RICHARD J. i JANET M. 914 0002 0027-0000 R 5,340 28.6 5,340
895 OOINH, RICHARD J.- S JANET M. 915 0D02 0028-0000 OR 29 1 29
895 OOINN, RICHAHD J. ( JANET M. 971 0DO4 0034-0000 330,500 R 59.900 R 4.3 390,400
397 RANK, TRA7ERS L. t DOLORES M. 391 0R08 0041-0000 60,100 R 28,300 R 1.2 88,400
711 RASXDSSEN, JOHANNES 702 ORll 0066-0000 128,900 E 38,900 R 4 167,800
2219 RAT, RICHARD A. S MARGARET A. 506 0R09 0047-0000 131,600 R 35,800 R 3.63 167,400
371 REARDON, VIRGINIA E. 365 0R08 0022-0000 139,600 R 36.600 R 1,348 16 177,548
2369 BSIS, JOSIFR V. m IIU03 0012-0000 55,000 I 23,000 8 .2 70,000
573 REEVES, ALAN S. I MARGARET 257 0R06 0052-0000 114,000 R 28.900 R 1.5 142,900
573 REEVER, ALAN S. S MARGARET 567 0R09 0096-0000 22,600 R 32.100 R 3.1 54.700
BUILDING LAND COBBENI NET
lai Jiomn omeb SEBf MPI LOTI VALUE VALUE USE ACREAGE VALUATION
H7 ium, JMES G. s nm l. 541 0B09 0077-0000 106,100 B 38,300 B 6. 4 144,400
2360 mm/iom lhih, biote 377 QB08 0029-0000 78,600 B 36,300 B 4 114,900
!61 MID, ElUSOS 850 0B16 0019-0000 OB 2,242 49 2.242
861 SHD, EmHOR 450 0R09 0002-0000 B 989 42 989
1189 imi, LINDA C. 1174 0D16 0007-0000 54,300 B 81,100 B 69 135.400
1101 tmi, momi i um c. 1086 0U09 0005-0000 305,000 B 31,600 B 910 3. 53 337.510
1101 BBffll, mODOSE S LIHDi C. 1087 ono9 0005A-0000 104,000 S 25,400 B 364 1. 32 129,764
1101 szffiii, iHODOM i um c. 1088 0009 0005B-0000 OB 515 7. 4 515
1101 BfllHl. IHEODOSl i LISDi C. 1094 0D09 0010-0000 B 910 2 910
1187 lEYHOLDS, H. STniRI S IDEE B. 1172 0U16 0005-0000 22,800 E 1. 3 22,800
1187 lETHOlDS, H. STniEI & IDELE B. 1176 0U16 0009-0000 76,200 B 9 76.200
2358 mmiDS, TBOMS/CUIKE/JOHH 571 0R09 0100-0000 125,100 B 36,300 B 5. 2 161.400
106 £ETH0U)S,1IBEST C. ( CHUIMIE 104 0B02 0036-0000 26,400 B 3. 1 26.400
665 MIHES/I.B.RHIHES HOST, OLI?E 656 OBll 0021-0000 182,900 fi 36,500 B 4 219,400
665 EHIHES/T.B.MIHES TEOST, OLIVE 657 OBll 0022-0000 OB 107 3. 7 107
665 IfllllES/I.B.MIHES T8KT. OLIVE 664 Ofill 0029-0000 B 462 16 462
79 IICBIEDSOR, JOBN R.S LESLIE 77 0B02 OOIOA-OOQO 120,900 B 34,200 B 4. 17 155.100
71 EICHiRDSOH-mSTEE, PEISCILU 76 0B02 0010-0000 162,100 B 29,500 B 3,184 70 194,784
807 EIESELE8, EEEDERICK H.S HIHCT 796 0615 0015B-0000 175.000 B 26,200 B 1,184 13. 8 202.384
2218 lOBBIO, FETEl! i. i ELI21BETR 455 0B09 0004B-0001 89,100 B 36,000 B 5. 03 125,100
1156 lOBINSOH, OiVID S. 1138 0013 0007-0000 21,200 B .9 21.200
1156 lOBINSOR, DIVID S. 1141 0D13 0010-0000 89,000 B 114,400 B 3 203,400
1156 EOBIHSOJ, DAVID S. 1142 0U13 OOlOA-0000 23,200 B 1.,5 23,200
1156 lOBIHSOK, DAVID S. 731 OBI 2 0023-0000 23,400 B 1,.6 23,400
876 JOBITJILLE, PHILIP i VI8G1HIA 864 OOOl 0011-0000 174,100 B 32,700 B 96 2,.7 206,896
878 MBITAILli. PBILIP t VIMIHIA 865 onoi 0012-0000 OB 301 2,.2 301
217< EOBITAIUE, PHILIP S. 853 oaoi 0001-0000 OB 1,130 8 .25 1,130
816 EOBITAILLE, VIRGI8IA H. 805 0R15 0020A-0000 OB 763 26 .4 763
1946 BODAT/i HABY NILLEB, BOBEBT E. 1015 0D04 0083-0000 83,900 B 24,300 B .3 108,200
775 BOLAHD/J. LISIEH, CHEISIOPHEB 764 0R14 0006-0000 70,100 R 27,500 B 1,148 19 .5 98,748
1001 BOHDIHA, LOUIS 987 0U04 0054-0000 71,200 B 26,200 B .7 97,400
660 BOPER, JOHH I. i SUSAN 703 OBll 0067-0000 40,600 B 10 40,600
660 BOPEI, JOHH K. ( SUSAN 979 0U04 0046-0000 80,400 E 26,200 B .7 106,600
517 BOSS. GOBDON L. 511 0B09 0052-0000 122,900 B 37.300 B 4 .4 160,200
1170 BOSSIIEfi, DENNIS L. i ALISON F 1155 0U14 0007-DOOO 88,000 B 161,200 B 2 .5 249,200
1906 BOTCH, NABTHA X. 1175 0U16 0008-0000 43.800 B 81,500 B .8 125,300
919 BOUNDS, lABTINP.-S PAUU C. 905 0U02 0019-0000 106,600 B 25,300 E .5 131,900
214 BUESS. DAVID P. S BETH B. 2 0B02 0002A-0000 146,900 B 27.900 E 963 19 .06 175,763
572 BOLE, PAUL F. S DOBOTHT E. 566 0B09 0095C-0000 OB 1,042 11 .59 1,042
56 BUSSEU ESTATE, BBUCE 56 OBOl 0040A-0000 124,800 B 30,300 B 2 .2 155,100
(92 BUSSEU, nmum u wmi' m mi 0023-0000 1) OK 772 12 .4 772
892 Mini, CATBiBINI l.i IICHAtlI 878 OUOl 0025-0000 1.600 B 1 1,600
2286 BUSSEU, HABGAEET SIILET 1137 0D13 0006-0000 37,600 B 84,500 B 1 .4 122,100
742 S S « FOBEST TBUST 733 0B13 0002-0000 OB 494 21 494
703 SALADINO, BICHABD J. ( JANET I, 694 OBll 0058-0000 26.000 B 4 26,000
BDIIDIRG LARD CURRENT m
ACII PMPnfT OKKi SERI MAPI lOTI VALUE VALDI USE ACREAGE VALUATIOR
1179 smm, ELizum i. 1162 oni4 0014-0000 R 2,729 6 ) 2,729
1179 sium, mmm i. 1164 0D14 0016-0000 OR 433 4.5 433
1179 SiUZM, EimETB i. 724 0R12 0019-0000 R 578 6 « 578
920 SMGEHT, GRiCE H. 906 0D02 0020-0000 110,900 R 26,200 R .7 137,100
1940 SCmNO, GEElliD 640 ORll 0006A-0000 OR 318 11 318
1940 scuiKO, mm 641 OEll 00068-0000 106,400 R 28,600 R 235 11.4 135,235
8S7 SCBUL, am i CMOLYN 646 0R16 0015A-0000 120,600 R 27,900 R 817 15.4 149,317
§57 scHUL, Mm i mom 422 OROe 0072-0000 45,300 R 36,800 R 7 82,100
157 SCHUL, RUK t CUOLYK 424 0R08 0073A-0000 2,200 R .14 2,200
149 SCHIOEGG, JOHN I. i EUED M. 147 0R03 0022-0000 323,900 R 30,800 R 165 9.5 354,865
149 SCHUEGG, JOHM i. i ELIiH M. 148 0R03 0023-0000 R BOO 34 800
145 SCHUEGG, RILTOH F. S BILDi 143 0R03 0014-0000 600 R OR 690 23.9 1,490
145 SCMDEGG, KILTOH T. S BILDA 149 0R03 0025-0000 195,000 R 29,600 R 1,156 42 225,756
145 SCHiDEGG, MILMH E. S BIIDJ 151 0R03 0030-0000 OR 948 32.8 948
2234 SCHiEEEB, JiKET 0. 342 OROB OOOlA-0000 258,800 R 35,100 R 1,808 16.1 295,708
590 SCBNECKENBiniGES.BESNUIl ( MUT 582 ORIO OOOlC-0000 156,600 R 25,300 R 629 15.9 182,729
199S SCHJOEPFEI, DOROTHY 303 0R07 0029-0000 61,900 R 33,100 R 4.88 95,000
2342 SCfiVUZ, lOBERT/LORI ( ELEUOR lOSS OD07 0011-0000 174,600 R 35,900 R 5 210,500
5 SCHHICERT, BiSBiRi J. 5 OROl 0001-0000 50,500 R 33,900 R 2.7 84,400
S63 sums, LESTER ( CURl N. 852 0R16 0021-0000 106,200 R 31,300 R 2.7 137,500
1960 SECRET S MCDOBEIL S MOORE, R. 1004 ono4 0071-0000 106,100 R 27,600 R .2 133,700
1049 SEEGER i I. EiCERiCH, MiTTBEV 1035 0II06 0005-0000 72,400 R 27,300 R 2 99,700
376 SEEMIH - TRUSTEE, EliiHOR F. 370 0R08 0025-0000 45,700 R 29,000 R 49 2.2 74,749
376 SHMH - TRUSIEI, EliiMOi P. 372 OROB 0027A-0000 OR 282 4 282
376 SHIM - TRnSTES, ELEIHOI! F. 439 0R08 0084-0000 OR OR 1,127 39 1,127
376 SEHUH - TJaSTEE. ElEMOR F. 1253 0R06 0084B-0000 R 520 18 520
2192 SEEMIN, ROBERT F. i GEORGIl K. 371 0R08 0026-0000 300 R .5 300
2192 SKEMiH, ROBERT F. ( GEORGIi K. 1242 ORGS 0084A-0000 115,700 R 27,900 R 1,102 12.24 129,702
803 SEIMEE, TIMOTHY C. S CHRISIIHE 792 0R15 00138-0000 92,600 R 33,900 R 5.29 126,500
601 SEHECE, FRiHCES 593 ORIO 0012-0000 41,200 R 25,300 R .5 66,500
1038 SENECHU, ILMON 1024 0H05 0009-0000 69,700 R 28,500 R 1.3 98,200
868 SEHECHAL, DiVID £. S HELEH I. 854 ODOl 0002-0000 127,900 R 28,500 R 1.3 156,400
868 SEHECHAL, DAVID R. i HELIN I. 1240 0R08 0077B-0000 36,600 R 8.51 36,600
2122 SHAMX, ROBERf D. 10 OROl 0004-0000 56,700 R 25,300 R 1 82,000
1148 SHELDOII CLUB 1133 0013 0002-0000 66,700 R 137,900 R 1 204,600
746 SBESBDSRE ESTATE, MAIVEU G. 737 0R13 0006-0000 R 6,959 98 6,959
2211 SHEIMAH, HOHRD C-. S HAHIDA C. 797 ORIS 0015C-0000 158,800 R 27,200 R 712 12.9 186,712
2178 SHIFIAM, ALLAH C. S DEBORAH A. 883 OHDl 0030-0000 95,500 R 32,400 R 1.5 127,900
23 SBIM-PAiaiAH. PATRICIA F. 23 OROl 0015A-0000 136,100 R 38,200 i 6.39 174,300
1188 SIBLIY, CLIFI08 B. 1173 0D16 0006-0000 50,700 S 27,900 R 1 78,600
2159 SIMPSOH, DAVID S.i BETH A. 938 Otr04 0002-0000 61,900 R 30,800 R .6 92,700
667 SUUGHTER, EDVARD B 6 GRACE H. 65S ORll 0023-0000 99,500 R 35,900 R 3.7 135,400
693 SLIHERSEI, MARX J. ( MARILYN C: 684 ORll 0049-0000 143,300 R 36,800 R 4.13 180,100
674 SMALL, DAVID C. S ANDREA 665 ORll 0030-0000 131,700 R 40,100 R 6 171,800
1176 SMIU, SARAH E. ( JEFFERSON A. 1161 0D14 0013-0000 34,000 R 81,000 R 1.4 115,000
BDiyiHG LAMS CHIRIMT MR
ICTI PIOPESTT OVm SERI MAPI LOTI TALDE VALUE OSE ACREAGE VALDATIOM
311 suiH, H.ii. main 306 0R07 0031-0000 45,900 R 9. 8 45,900
1H5 SMITH, UIMHCE L S TZBESi E. 411 0R08 0060-0000 165,600 R 31,700 R 2. 89 197,300
2176 SMITH, SICHm D. ( iEEHE 0. 700 OEll 0064-0000 166,500 S 36,500 R 4 203,000
1»5 SMITH, STETEH G.( CSTHEEINE 1. 596 DRIO 0013A-0001 68,900 E 33,600 R 9. 92 102,500
mi SMITH-P80P.II».IB0ST, BSKE D. 1050 0007 0006-0000 64,500 R 29,700 R 828 11. 93 95,028
141 SMULIiM, JiMES F. ( BUBUi 139 0R03 0010-0000 101,600 R 30,100 R 2. 1 131,700
1(2 SOBE, DIVID i. S CHIRLOTTE ». 179 0R04 0008-0000 R 6,654 69. 1 6,654
21)38 SOMES-ET IL, imm D. 267 0R06 0063-0000 24,900 R 2. 28 24,900
2278 SOBEESy. D«GBT D. 405 0E08 0054-0000 392,400 C 44,600 C 10 437,000
2140 SPIIDIHC-TISSIEJ, PilBICIi J. 722 0R12 0017-0000 4,400 R 20,000 R ,5 24,400
1163 SPJIDIHG-TJOSTEE, H. DOHILD 1148 0D13 0016-0000 75,600 R 28,100 R 1.. i 103,700
1163 SPJLDIHO-TEHSTEE, H. DOHEB 1170 DD16 0003-0000 23,400 R 1,,6 23,400
1931 SPERCEB, JiNES F.S MilTHi B. 22 OROl 0015-0000 198,300 E 29,500 R 7,242 51 235,042
2292 SPEHGIES/DOHHI MlSBi, JEPFBET 791 ORIS 0013A-0000 107,800 R 33,300 R 5. 44 141,100
221 SPERSEI, EDITH M. S Illli C. 216 0R06 0014-0000 45,000 R 17 45,000
697 SPim, jmSB. t.UHJM. 68B ORll 0052-0000 151,900 R 33,800 R 4. 3 185,700
717 SPMH? 708 0R12 0004-0000 OR 2,026 26.,3 2,026
967 SPEACnE, EUCEHIE C. 953 0D04 0016-0000 80,500 R 30,800 R ,6 111,300
1926 ST. JOHM-JIi.,itOBEiiT ( INGEU 1217 0R08 0042B-0000 79,200 R 34,800 R 5 114,000
399ST.J0ffll-3!.,R0BEMSSTiyil 393 ORoe 0042-0000 60,100 R 26,500 R 912 19.,3 87,512
2282 STiHt SPHItIP MITHESSON, CLEHN 427 0R08 0076-0000 OR 1,333 23..51 1,333
436 STUl, GlEMR E. ( SMDEi 431 0E08 0078-0000 126,700 R 29,100 R 1..6 155,800
2233 STiHl, GlEffl/SiTOEl/PRlHCIS 430 0R08 0077A-0000 145,700 R 36,300 R 5,.2 182,000
2248 STlHLEy, mm i. i CHEISTIE 602 ORIO 0016-0000 110,400 E 30,600 E 5 .8 141,000
534 SIAEmilHES-ET 11, KAITER 528 0R09 0064-0000 24,200 E 2 24,200
415 SIIEEATT - ISIISIEE, mm H. 409 0R08 0058-0000 106,600 E 34,500 R 4 .3 141,100
539 STATE OP H.H. 529 0R09 0065-0000 1,400 H .69 1,400
539 STATE OP H.H. 1041 0D06 OOlOA-0000 65,200 H 37,200 M 9 102,400
539 STATE OP M.H. 786 0R15 0009-0000 138,076 H 109 .7 138,076
539 STATE OP M.H. 532 0R09 0068-0000 20,500 R 11 20,500
539 STATE OP H.H. 533 0R09 0069-0000 9,000 H 4,.5 9,000
539 STATE OP H.H. 53 0101 0039-0000 20,000 H 1 .84 20,000
539 STATE OP H.H. 760 0R14 0002-0000 359,200 H 294 359,200
2113 STEVEHS 1 MARSHA EOHO.CHASLES 327 0E07 0050-0000 108,500 E 34,300 R 2 ,9 142,800
1878 STETEHS, PEIEE tf. 897 0D02 0011-0000 96,400 E 38,300 R 3 .2 134,700
329 STmMS, ROBERT V. t JOTCE M. 324 0R07 0047-0000 80,600 R 29,500 R 1 .8 110,100
1913 STEVEHS, CHRISTOPHER R.6 UOEIE 818 ORIS 0030A-0000 22,400 R 4 .33 22,400
117 STE8ART, GEORGE A.( MARGUERITE 115 0RD2 0046A-0000 168,600 E 29,600 R 563 22 .62 198,763
118 STOUT, HAROLD V. S JAHBT B. 116 0R02 0047-0000 65,300 E 29,400 R 4 94,700
647 STOW, JUDITH 638 ORll 0005D-0000 116,000 E 34,700 R 4 .4 150,700
66 STOTER, GUDTS 66 OROl 0049-0000 48,200 R 29,200 E 2 .4 42,400
637 STREETER, CHRISTOPHER H.( DIAHE 628 ORIO 0032B-0000 120,000 E 30,400 R 5 .1 150,400
637 STREETER, CHRISTOPHER M.t DIAHE 930 01103 0010-0000 R 2,833 19 2,833
2195 STEETTOH, LYNDA M. 476 0R09 D020D-0000 85,400 E 40,700 R 7 .75 126,100
2195 SIREIIOH. LYHDA M. 477 0R09 0020E-0000 212,000 R 40,300 R 7 .54 252,300
BailOIHG LARD CDERERT HET
icii mmji ovm SE8I HAPt LOTI TALUE VALOE OSE ACREAGE mUATIOR
217 SnOfflECi;, MBEIT 212 0S06 0010-0000 79,100 E 29,900 R 2 109,000
1005 SUUIVM, JOHH P. J HiST I. 991 0004 0058-0000 134,800 R 27,900 R 1.,02 162,700
414 SUUIVlH-raSTH, RONilD f. 916 0002 0029-0000 22,200 R 1 22,200
414 SBUIViH-TIinSTffi, 80NJU) F. 408 0R08 0057-0000 79,700 R 28,700 R 1.,4 108,400
1939 SreOIZT, BCTTT C.S FRJUiCIS I. 999 0004 0066-0000 94,700 R 30,600 R ,58 125,300
520 SHU, mim 514 0E09 0055-0000 50,400 R 28,600 R 1.,34 79,000
591 SISYN, OHIO 1. 583 OPIO 0002-0000 27,800 R 3.,8 27,800
1081 STSTH, ROM C. 1066 0008 0003-0000 27,200 8 29,700 R 1,067 23,,49 57,967
710 mil, HIHA 701 ORll 0065-0000 127,000 R 36,500 R 4 163,500
1035 :m, STEPHEN i. S MB 1021 0005 0006-0000 44,200 R 43,100 R 9 87,300
307 liM. SKiH i. 302 0J07 0028-0000 62,400 R 34,700 R 4,,3 97,100
318 nnOS, SiNDKi J. 313 0E07 0037-0000 111,400 R 40,900 R 9,,2 152,300
2212 TIEOS-JI!., JiXES G. i LOIS i. 414 OKOa 0063-0000 269,300 R 40,200 8 6 309,500
363 TEtllLL, KOGER P. S HOSU B. 357 0P08 0016-0000 600 R 1,,4 600
363 TERIIU, KOGEli P. i HORU B. 358 0P08 0017-0000 3,200 R 3,,2 3,200
1136 IBOMS, illCE Him 1120 0010 0014-0000 69,500 R 26,200 R ,7 95,700
1136 THOMS, UICE PiLHEP 1121 0010 0016-0000 23,400 8 I.,6 23,400
287 THOMS, AHH L. 282 0807 0011-0000 29,200 8 4.,5 29,200
431 THOXPSOR, HOUCE C. 425 0R08 0074-0000 52,800 R 46,900 8 40 99,700
1075 THOKPSOR, UMERCE D. 1060 0007 0015-0000 1,800 8 ,06 1,800
1075 THOKPSOR, UVRERCE D. 1062 ono7 0017-0000 103,500 R 28,100 8 1,.1 131,600
889 TIESRE7, USGUET R. 875 onoi 0022-0000 26,400 8 2,.01 26,400
800 TIUIRGfllST, GATE D. 789 0R15 0012-0000 23,400 8 2..7 23,400
800 TIUIHGHiST, GATE D. 795 0R15 0015A-0000 114,300 R 27,100 8 722 15 .1 142,122
2160 TIHM, GEORGE H. ( FLOEEHCE R. 268 0R07 0001-0000 101,000 R 46,700 8 7 .21 147,700
433 T0PERZE8, CATHEJIRE M. 429 OR08 0077-0000 69,600 R 27,900 8 6,113 108 .8 103,613
777 TOtllIAROrF,VIiDIRIE TJST/GEORGE: 766 0R14 0007-0000 08 3,739 63 3,739
777 TOOMOFf.VLAWHIJ IRSI/GEOBG!; 772 0R14 0012-0000 89,200 8 26,900 R 1,044 47 117,144
515 TOIffl Of HiRCOCK 509 0R09 0050-0000 28,600 R 3 .1 28,600
515 TOM OF HARCOCK 1032 0D06 0002A-0000 22,200 N 1 22,200
515 TOWr OF HARCOCE 14 OROl 0008-0000 111,100 R 54 111,100
515 TOUR OF HARCOCE 1040 OD06 0010-0000 152,900 H 31,900 H 3 184,800
515 TOVR OF HAHCOCE 19 OROl 0012A-0000 181,300 H 108 .5 181,300
515 TOW OF HAHCOCX 534 0R09 0070-0000 61,400 R 23 61,400
515 TOIffl OF HAHCOCK 1048 0007 0004A-0000 23,800 R 1 .8 23,800
515 TOW OF HARCOCK 27 OROl 0017-0000 23,800 R 1 .81 23,800
515 TOVR OF HARCOCK 54 OROl 0039A-0000 2,400 H .22 2,400
515 TOffl OF HAHCOCK 1085 0009 0004-0000 1,600 H .04 1,600
515 TOW OF HAHCOCK 1095 0009 0011-0000 707,300 R 39,600 R 4 746,900
515 TOIffl OF HAHCOCK 1097 0009 0012-0000 30,600 R .54 30,600
515 TOIffl OF HAHCOCK 1098 0009 0013-0000 31,600 R .81 31,800
515 TOIffl OF HAHCOCK 1102 0009 0017-0000 2,700 R .34 2,700
515 TOIffl OF HAHCOCK 1103 0O09 0018-0000 158,700 H 59,600 H 10 .2 218,300
515 TOSH OF HAHCOCK 351 0R08 0010-0000 54,600 H 19 54,600
515 TOW OF HAHCOCK 362 OROe 0019-0000 400 H .3 400
ICTI PSOFEETT 0I8ES
BDILDIRG UK) COIBEHT SET
SUI UPI LOT! mm ViWI OSE ACREAGE TILOITIOI
1134 oni3 0003-0000 30,800 N .39 30,800
886 ono2 0002-0000 7,400 H 3.72 7,400
144 0S03 0019-0000 185,800 H 116 185,800
145 0.<i03 0020-0000 26,500 N 26 26,500
146 OR03 0021-0000 32,300 H 33 32,300
670 OBll 00341-0000 21,000 N 8 21,000
942 0004 0006-0000 30,300 N .5 30,300
944 DD04 0008-0000 255,100 N 60,600 H .12 315,700
945 ono4 00081-0000 10,800 H .05 10,800
434 0Ii08 0079B-0000 100 H .15 100
181 0K04 00091-0000 156,000 H 98.6 156,000
955 0D04 0018-0000 231,500 N 37,900 H 3.2 269,400
956 01104 0019-0000 22,200 K 35,500 H 2 57,700
468 DS09 0016-0000 21,000 N .7 21,000
1254 0B06 0014-9999 1,700 H 1,700
487 0J09 0026-0000 30,000 K 3.8 30,000
1006 0D04 0073-0000 71,600 N 43,300 B .25 114,900
1017 onos 0002-0000 210,900 H 46,400 H 10.74 257,300
1018 ODDS 0003-0000 18,800 M 44,600 H 13.15 63,400
519 0I!09 0058-0000 65,000 B 34,100 B A. 12 119,100
749 0H13 0016-0000 200 B .2 200
70 0B02 OOOlB-0000 OB 2,578 60 2,578
125 0S02 0051D-0000 B 5,605 124 5,605
887 0DD2 0001-0000 32,600 B 3.22 32,600
1202 0B13 00031-0000 138,100 B 34,800 B 5.03 172.900
779 DBIS 00021-0000 ns,6oo t 33,300 B 5.02 158,900
72 0B02 0004-0000 21,300 R .87 21,300
103 0fi02 0035-0000 132,800 H 52 132,800
110 0R02 0042-0000 75,400 H 26 75,400
410 Ofi08 0059-0000 104,900 B 36,100 B 6.3 143,000
270 0B07 0002-0002 37,800 B 33,300 B 5 71,100
35 OBOl 0021-0000 185,700 B 32,200 B 3,793 27 221,693
36 OROl 0022-0000 B 1,592 3.5 1,592
37 OBOl 0023-0000 OB 955 2.1 955
38 OBOl 0024-0000 OB 146 2.1 146
661 OBll 0026-0000 135,500 B 36,500 B 4 172,000
871 0001 0018-0000 96,200 B 29,400 B .9 125,600
549 0B09 0064-0000 2,200 E 19,500 B 2,502 56 24,202
238 0B06 0035-0000 190,700 B 29,700 I 419 16.5 220,819
1084 0009 0003-0000 111,900 R 44,900 2 5 156,800
544 0B09 0079-0000 6,400 fi 20,300 S 879 16 27,579
S46 OR09 D081-D000 OB 737 13 737
1223 0B09 00191-0000 OB 4,756 88.5 4,756
470 0B09 0018-0000 OB 113 2 113
97 0B02 0029-0000 119,200 B 28,500 B 1.3 147,700
515 TOM 0? HiRCOCK
515 lOBl Of HARCOCi;
515 low or HIHCOCK
515 TOra or fllHCOCK
515 TOW Of HlHCOCl!
515 TOW Of BMCOCK
515 TOW Of BIHCOCX
515 TOW Of BIHCOOK
SIS TOW Of BIHCOCK
515 TOW Of HIHCOCK
515 TOW Of HIHCOCK
515 TOW Of HIHCOCK
515 TOW Of HlHCOa
515 TOW Of HIHCOCK
515 TOW Of HIHCOCK
515 TOW Of HIHCOCK
515 TOW Of HIHCOCK
515 TOW Of HIHCOCK
515 TOW Of HIHCOCK
2236 TOWSEHD, CBBISTIHK
2370 TBOWBIDGK, fBlHK l.S DIlHi D.
70 TOBPIH IT IL, CHIRIK S. JB.
70 TOBPIH KT 11, CHIRIK S. IB.
901 TDTTIK-TBOSTK, OM B.
1884 TTIiS, JiffiS E.





2260 VlILIiHCOOHT, PEIEB i.
35 VIH EOSEH, ELSIE
35 m BOBEH, ELSIE
35 yiH BOBEH, ESIE
35 VU BOBEH, ELSIE
670 ru fiOBH, BOBEBT C. ( NIRCT L.
885 TIllL, ilLLlBO ( BOTH
555 TOEGEI, BIBBIBI H.
2215 TOLHEB, JUES L. i JOIH E.





99 nODIU, HICHiEL H.
• SEUCTED BY: lU. tmmitS BDILDIRG USD COIREIT nr
icil mmn ma. SERI MPI lOTI TILBE TUBE USE ACREAGE rUBlTIOH
18 lUCOTT, SISiH C. 18 OROl 0012-0000 123,300 R 28,200 R 1,531 54.,2 153,031
18 BiLCOn, SDSM C. 41 OROl 0027-0000 OR 230 14,,3 230
18 BlLCOn, snsAH c. 44 OSDl 0030-0000 R 332 11..5 332
IB HLCOn, SKM C. 45 OROl 0031-0000 R 26 .9 26
IB BECOTT. SaSiH C. 46 OROl 0032-0000 OR 4,318 16!.8 4,318
IB HICOTT, SOSiH C. 47 OROl 0033-0000 116,400 R 30,200 R 13,736 98..5 160,336
779 mm, ROEU V. 1205 0R14 00091-0000 R 1,293 19..9 1,293
60 VUUCE, IHNA UKT 60 OROl 0043-0000 OR 421 8 421
60 nmci, mi mi 73 0RO2 0006-0000 13,500 R 20,300 R 5,961 85 39,761
60 VUIiCZ, IHHi mi 84 0R02 0017-0000 2,500 R 20,300 R 1,854 7 24,654
60 ULUC£, inu mi 99 0R02 0031-0000 125,500 R 27,900 R 1,836 79 155,236
403 HUUCE, imSCi S. 420 0R08 0070-0000 66,600 R 42,200 R 8..5 108,800
1184 VllSH, D17I0 F. i imiSl %. 1169 oni6 0002-0000 61,500 R 35,300 R 4..7 96,800
782 8ASD-JR., mWUmii. 771 0R14 0011-0000 89,000 R 33 89,000
1131 mi, ammm 1116 ODIO 0010-0000 64,900 R 26,500 R .8 56,400
1128 Hm-JS., EDSOH C.tKINBmT J. 1113 OHIO 0009-0000 72,300 R 26,100 R ,75 98,400
1172 BUM, mma f. i isvm j. 1157 0D14 0009-0000 38,100 R 87,500 R 1.,9 125,600
1936 flSSmOOS-JS, CBMIiS J. 471 0K09 0019-0000 86,800 R 35,800 R 5..12 122,600
451 HTEMtlST, JMH P. 448 0R08 0092-0000 225,500 R 32,200 R 7,361 59 265,061
346 VATEHS, VILLIAN fl. ( SUIH 8. 794 ORIS 0015-0000 150,100 R 27,100 R 470 13.,6 177,670
61S HlTSOH-ESTiTE, BUBUl L 606 ORIO 0019-0000 18,000 S 25,300 R 1 43,300
1138 vir, ma c. 1123 ODIO 0018-0000 52,700 R 36,100 R 3.,6 88,800
2164 KINltBICE. OINIEL V. ( BRIDGET 891 0D02 0005-0000 56,900 R 28,100 R 1,.1 85,000
314 lELCB, ILLEN 309 0RO7 0033-0000 62,000 R 26,700 R .9 88,700
596 KICH, ElIZMETH C. i JOHH E. 588 ORIO 0007-0000 OR 1,002 13 1,002
596 HEICB, ELUUETH C. t JOHH E. 642 ORll 0007-0000 84,700 R 28,900 R 13,686 248 127,286
596 HELCH, EllZlBETE C. ( JOHN E. 736 0R13 0005-0000 OR 1,486 29 1,486
596 lElCH, ELUiBETH C. i JOHH E. 740 0R13 0009-0000 OR 2,050 8 2,050
691 VELCH, JESSE L i DORIS M. 682 ORll 0047-0000 94,900 R 37,300 R 4,.4 132,200
1987 WELCH-J8.,raOMS J. 1159 0014 0011-0000 62,300 R 1,.48 62,300
2317 REUS, ESBISD P. 870 ODOl 0017-0000 100,900 R 35,000 R 3,,26 135,900
653 BEST, ElIJiH J. 644 ORll 0009-0000 46,300 R 32,500 R 3,.3 78,800
2007 ifESTmy, DiVID E.( SILLT 1. 361 0R06 0018B-0000 109,400 R 36,000 R 5 .06 145,400
1949 lESTHEIREJ.THOnS O.S BETSEY 862 0001 0010-0000 143,600 R 34,100 R 2,.8 177,700
2285 nSTOH, EOVUD H. 809 0R15 0024-0000 R 1,319 24 1,319
2285 nSTOH, HOVUD H. 821 0S15 0031-0000 OR 979 18 979
(37 lESTOH, mm H.- ( imu C. 775 mi OOH-OOOO OK 780 27 780
137 mm, Boim b. t siHsu c. 822 ORIS 0032-0000 R 1,079 31,.72 1,079
837 nSTOH, EOHUD H. i SUSU C. 823 ORIS 0033-0000 264,700 R 24,100 R 9,459 28,.09 298,259
837 HESTOH, BOVUD B. ( SlHDEl C. 826 0R16 0001-0000 R 465 6,.2 465
837 nSTOH, HOIUtD B. ( SIHBU C. 763 0R14 0005-0000 OR 1,329 46 1,329
1952 reSTOH-JL, BILlIiM 758 0R13 0024-0000 4,800 R 5 4,800
780 VEST0H-J1.,VIUIU i ElUUETS1 769 0R14 0010-0000 50,600 R 28,700 R 1,212 33 80,512
2351 HETHERBEE II-EI il, FRED H. 1131 0D13 0001-0000 97,300 R 75,300 R 1,.3 172,600
360 VBKEI.RR, ELIZiBETB S. 352 0R08 0011-0000 OR 1,310 15..2 1,310
• SEUCTED BT: Ul FJ0PQTI2S BDIUIRG LAUD COUERT nr
ACTI PSOFEITT mU SEll RAFI lOTI VAIOE VAIOE OSE ACREAGE ?A10ATI0I
360 man, aimm i. 0108 0012-0000 OR 2,226 20 2,226
360 lEmEl, ELIZIBETH I. 0B08 0013-0000 122,300 R 30,300 R 1,408 15 154.008
360 IBEZLQt, aiZUETH i. 0B08 0014-0000 OR 322 5 322
360 msm, Eizum i. 0B08 0015-0000 400 R 9 400
1S4 mnsi, Gmu) f. s insE 0803 0031-0000 OR 969 22' 969
913 REEELES.mOTHT S JUSH-CUIS 0002 0013-0000 92,800 R 26,200 R 7 119,000
2279 BHKIiT.lili/K.l.BUSOH-nSIS.J.G. 0I!06 0025-0000 22,800 R 1. 3 22,800
2279 lIEEUl/K.l.BUSOI-nSTS.J.G. 0^06 0029-0000 OR 213 16. 6 213
2279 ranLEH/I.l.BiBSOH-TESIS.J.C. OB06 0044-0000 OR 981 17. 3 981
1966 IBinST, DOIFGUS I. 428 0S08 0076A-0000 77,900 R 34,500 R 3 112,400
1964 HCKS, IBINETH D. i CiSOl {. 983 0O04 0050-0000 106,000 R 27,900 R 1 133,900
2340 8IGSTQI-JI, RDSSiT K.i imR I! 1222 0003 0004A-0000 82,000 R 28,000 R 1,099 4. 02 111,099
114 num, dim n. 112 0ii02 0044-0000 OR 1,459 62 1,459
114 nUffl, D»ID ft. 114 0H02 0046-0000 OR 764 32. 45 764
199« HUffi. BJVID H.i HilSHi B. 359 0R08 0018-0000 86,200 R 40,000 R 5. 36 126,200
2208 miDEB. JEFFSn S. S BOTH S. 978 0004 0045-0000 101,200 R 26,500 R 8 127,700
870 IIUQ-Jll., OTISH. i MUIHi 856 OOOl 0004-0000 51,100 R 35,900 R
5'
87,000
870HIDM-J11., OTISH. S HBIH4 992 0D04 0059-0000 173,500 C 53,100 C 8 226,600
2123 IILET ( IIM IITIOB. CMI S. 957 0004 0020-0000 79,200 R 29,600 R 4 108,800
1944 BIIiY, cm S. 1216 0003 0014A-OOA1 94,500 R C 1!,8 94,500
211 Biu.ipn, cfimis 206 0R06 0003-0000 9,000 R 29,500 R 1,453 24..4 39,953
163 HIUIU5, GUY L. i LISi 1. 161 0B03 00384-0000 106,800 R 39,300 R 8..37 146,100
2327 RIUIUS, PiDl 1. ( m C- 263 0106 0059-0000 22,400 I 1..1 22,400
389 IIUIAJIS, iriLLIU ( DOIOTBT 383 0B08 0034-0000 81,900 R 36,100 R 5 .08 118,000
1908 RIUIS, BlBBUi F. ( SIORET F. 275 0B07 0005-0000 26,500 R 3,672 57,.1 30,172
1904 RIUIS, Jmr D. S JUST D. 873 OOOl 0020-0000 54,100 R 31,500 R 1 .5 85,600
1160 NLSOH, JOHN F. 1145 0O13 0013-0000 24,000 R 66,900 R .6 90,900
2297 BILSOH, JDTH C. 1143 0O13 0011-0000 13,900 R 1 13,900
2297 HISOH, JDTH C. 1144 0013 0012-0000 62,300 R 65,500 R 1 .8 127,800
708 VOHlStS, ILBEKT I. S TTOHRE 699 OBll 0063-0000 30,400 R 4 30,400
19B2 VOLIiN, IICHUtD l.i SIlHl F. 101 0B02 0033-0000 152,900 R 39,400 R 7 192,300
1173 HOOD, BilBm H. 1158 0014 0010-0000 31,500 R 90,800 i 2 .2 122,300
2371 HOOD, BUn GOITIIFB 392 OliOS 0041A-0000 31,100 R 42,900 R 12 .13 74,000
589 HOOD, JOHHL. S BUBUi H. 581 OBIO OOOlB-0000 276,200 R 26,200 R 588 15 .8 302,988
661 HOODBDBY, THOUS C. ( BUHI 652 OBll 0017-0000 207,100 R 40,800 R 8 .6 247,900
1862 (OODS, ROmLS L i BUBUl €. )76 0U04 0039-0000 B8.I00 R 32,SO0 1 3 121,000
908 VOODVUD, 0GH HCL. ( XFITR 894 0002 0008-0000 100,400 R 28,900 R 1 .5 129,300
S56 H0O0«UD,BUCUT J. S FiTBICIi 625 OHIO 0031-0000 OR 423 7 .46 423
SS6 H00DHJJIII,BUCU7 J. ( PlTBICIl 1206 OKIO 0031A-0000 OR 328 5 .79 328
556 H0ODHUD,BUCUT J. ( PlTBICIl 1207 OBIO 0030A-0000 OR 124 5 .25 124
556 HOODHUD.BMCUT J. S PmiCIA 1209 ORIO 0030C-0000 OR 404 5 .24 404
2290 HJiY, ion 8. i BEIIT 1. 336 0B07 0055D-0000 131,600 R 29,800 R 275 13 .75 161,675
497 HIBCK, THOUS L. ( FIDIIHH 1. 491 0R09 0032-0000 96,500 R 36,300 R 3 .9 132,800
718 riTES, MUTHA 709 0R12 0005-0000 2,200 R 1,400 R 1 .4 3,600
917 TOHHG, mGAJEI HCK. 903 0002 0017-0000 22,200 R 1 22,200
-83-
BDIUING im cusim KT
ACII PMPfflTY OWra SE8» MiPI Mil lUM VilOI DSE ACREAGE VEMTIOH
917 roOHC, HMGiMI HCK. 904 0D02 0018-0000 104,500 8 20,900 S 1-5 133,400
2355 ZMOH-iHDHSOH, Sm.L.S KLIZ. 1090 0009 0007-0000 58,200 8 29,000 8 -7 67,200
157 2IEGLE8, MMGmi 155 0R03 0034-0000 OR 1,390 22 1,390
157 ZIEGLM, HMGUZI 156 0803 0035-0000 1,100 8 11,100 8 1,516 1*^ 13,716
1900 ZILLIHG.ESrC J. S HOLLY KOSHICK 501 0809 0042-0000 144,100 8 32,500 8 3.3 176,600






Back Row, L-R - Bert Broderick, Bruce Dechert, 2nd Asst. Chief Philip
Mathewson, Chief Linden Joseph, Rebecca Lohmiller, Wayne Fisher, Eric Scott,
Aaron Blanchette, John Pirkey.
Middle Row - Robert Kierstead, William Moreen, Nevan Cassidy, 1st Asst. Chief
Michael Cass, George Lohmiller, Adam Blanchette, John Jordan.
Seated - Hunt Dowse, Pierre Chabot, Brett Sullivan, Bud Wilder, Joan Carley.

